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CALHOUN'S PRINCIPAL ATTORNEY

BOOSTERS REACH HOME

REMAINS

SULTAN

M.v.iS;s4l

READY FOR

ntL

.E

Steamer Admiral Arrives at
African Portomime and
Party Will Land
Today.

Ready to Invade
City.
All

WELCOME

ARf.IV
HAS

AIL ALONG THE LINE
'

Boosters Were Given Consideration at Every Stop and
Have only Praise
for the Towns

V

"

"

Visited.

k

With a final burst of speed, the
Second Annual Albuquerque Trailr
Excursion train rounded tin; loop of
the Santa Fe Central and Santa. Fe
at Kennedy fino bowled into the city
last night on sihedule time, after a
most strenuous five days' trip.
Owing to the fact that Train Manager Mose Stern got his wires crossyesterday afternoon,
ed at Kstanda
when the excursion was two hours
behind schedule time, it was announced that the boosters would not
get In until 10 o'clock, and consequently only a small crowd was at the
depot to meet them. Hut undaunted by their chilly reception at home,
they formed in line and marched
down Central avenue, with shoulders
thrown back and heads erect, to
quickstep time by the Learnard &
Lindemann boy band.
The music announced
that the
boosters were home and while the
to the Commerline of march
cial club, where a reception had
been prepared, only a few of them
reached the club. They either deserted to run home to their families
or were yanked out of line by chll-orcor sweethearts.
wives
The
band, however, reached the club, and
there dlspursod. There were many
warm receptions in homes but the
affair at the club was not largely attended by the boosters themselves.
All, however, are of one mind
about the pleasure and benefits of the
trip. The Albuquerque Way will be
sung in every hamlet, town and city
visited for many moons to come, and
every booster is warm in praise of
the cordial manner In which they
were continually received. The benefit Albuquerque will receive as a result of the trip cannot be reckoned
in dollars and cents. It was "A S''t
acquainted" excursion, and in this it
was a success. It also showed the
warm feeling the people of the
southern part of the territory have
for the business Interests of the metropolis. A most friendly
relation
was established between the business
Kl
AlbuquerInterests of
Paso and
que.
There was no hitch in any of the
plans and nothing happened to mar
y
the pleasure of the excursion.
booster left Albuquerque in a
joy.ius spirit and they left every
place visited infested with the same
spirit.
At Los Lunas a carriage was In
waiting at the depot anil conveyed
Oovernor Curry, J. A. Weinman and
some other of the heavyweights to
the tow n, which is about a half mile
away. The band played the lir-- t
piece of band music that had been
heard in .Log Lunas in many years
and Walter Connell of the firm of
Iluuiug & Connell passed around "e

-
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New York. April 21. The government probe of an iternational emug-glin- g
plot in which the name of Miss
Nellie KJrant was wrongfully used,
haa dug so deep that tremenduous
policital pressure has been brought
ti, bear on the treasury department
to stop it. Not only Hre many Fifth
avenue dressmakers and society women said to be involved, but the
names of several politicians are mentioned. As a consequence, William
I.oeb, collector of the port, lias hurried to Washington to consult Sec-r- i
tary MacVeagh.
"If 1 am promised secrecy, will it
be possible for me to see that the
government is
for tne
seized trunks','" the collector wus asked over the telephone. The man recti ved a negative reply. Facts me in
possesion of the collector and
will be iwsucd soon and the
names of the prominent people made
known. Three trunks filled with rich
gowns form the ci liter of the plot.
The value of the gnmlx runs far into
tK' thousands.

SOWI;

IX COLOKVIMt.,

Denver. April 21. Nearly two
inehi's of snow fell litre last night
an.t more Is predicted for today and
..niorrow. This is the eighth day of
lie A ;,ril snow and it is reported that
'ro.t growers are building finudestui
saw the iruit crop.
NIAGARA

'

ICE

PACK

THREATENS

A

BRIDGE

of Tuns Arc Piled in Hie
r
anil Is lU Ing Slow I)
I'orcetl Itoun Stream.

TlioUHaiiils
lti--

Niagara Kalis. Aju il J I. Thousands i.f tuns of hipiled at the
rii"iith "'. the Niagara river when it
w s
inf. Iike Ontario, today threaten 111 I.iwislon il.ei bridge, which
:g'.Hv .' et abovi liu normal river
is
Moving poni'i rouslj b fore a
level.
v:"eiidiu:' pressure ilie water mu.-- s
is :l'i n.g , If the
river bank and
thtcati is liiiuage to hotels on the
plies.
The ilein City pi.ople proved royal bank whiih are ordinarily above high
entertainers on the evening of the water n.ark.
first day out. The women took an
active part in the festivities. The AMKUICV TAkKS PAIIT
IX I VI It IX IX I AlNII!
second day was a succession of w arm
Washington. April 2 1. Contemporaneously
greetings, and the fourth day and the
with the opening of the
fifth were the same. At each place
the same hospitality was met with. Kcuadorean exposition at (Juito. August
10
next,
that republic will celeThe entertainment at El Paso was so
elaborate and royal that the boost- brate the one-- ll ml re.lt h a nni vi rsary
er cannot find words to express their of its lndepeiulern e. the tivst of the
republics to have th it
feelings of gratitude.
On the home- I
ward march there followed another honor.
A year or more ao Keu.ulor d tei
succession ' of receptions and enterOwing to a delay of an mined to appropriately ceb brate the
tainments.
hour and a half at Sliver City, made occasion with an international expothe I'nited
uy the management of the train un- sition, and. to enable
represented.
known to the booatrr. the excursion States to be properly
tiiO.nOo
for
yesterday Congress appropriated
at Mountainair
arrived
the purpose.
morning two hours behind the schedSecretary Hoot appointed
Krnest
ule. Then tho Ozone City people
would not permit a half hour stop, Henry Wand of New York to be the
so the boosters remained for an hour American commissioner and be reports that the American exhibit
nd drank coffee and ate home-mad- e
now well under way and will be shipped from New- - York about the end of
April.
(Continued on iage four.)
M

TAFT

WILL

PEOPLE

llurrh's to Xrw Vok to ConTaklngr
sult SiTetary- FiinluT Action.

cigar.

warm reception
awaited the
boosters at Helen. The big stores
were visited anil there was a banquet
at the Helen Commercial club.
Magdalena gave the biggest blowout of any of the smaller towns. The
school children and the teachers, and
every man, woman and child in the
place turned out to meet the visitors at a reception held at the town
hall. It was there that the boosters
acquired the famous brown bear,
"Alice." The excursionists were Interested in the big stores of the town,
where miners and cattlemen from 200
miles around buy their annual sup-
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THE FOREST SERVICE
President Authorizes Ainiouiiuenieiit
'Dial lto Mamlu for t Vmimtv a lion
Policy as Out lined.
Washington, I). C, April 21.
Taft's entire sympathy with the forest reserve and conservation policies
is announced and stories that vast
areas ure to be taken away from national areas are denied in a statement regarding
the administration
t.
attitude issued today by Glfford
PinchoCs statement says:
"Any statement that Taft is not In
sympathy with the forestry and conservation movement is without foundation. On the contrary, 1 am authorized by the president to say that
he is in sympathy and stands behind
the conservation policy as announced.
am also authorized by the president
to deny the categorlcul story
that
large uveas are to be thrown out of
by
procnational forests
presidential
lamation. The only basis for such
rumor lies in the plans announced by
the forest service several months ago
that provide for examination
and
mapping of boundaries of national
forests and the i harai ter f the
Pln-cho-

1

-

I.

:ml.

"I!' I'i'.'l' il charges known to be
baseless have been made that the national forests contain vast areas of
agricultural
land.
Whatever agricultural land mi )' be found along the
boundaries will lie restored to entry,
tor one of the strongest desires of
tiie forest service is that agricultural
shall be restored. I have been
Interested i.u i not surprised by the
j i rslstent circulation of these rumors.
Taft's statement I" me. coupled with
authority to make it public, should
good.
set at rest til- - rumors
for
Friends of these movements should
recoRiii.c our obligation to the president for his prompt unj direct support."
II.L WKAIt CAHXATIOXS.
I'hiiago. April 21. The white
emblem ol "Mothers' lay,''
ill be widely worn in Chicago May
It will be the city's tirst observance
of the holiday created unofficially in
honor of mothers. Observances will
l, b- lil in churches and hospitals.
commalietieral Henri M. Nevius.
nder-in-chief
of the Grand Army
ot the Hepublic, and Kdgar Allen, Jr.,
C'iininaiiiler-in-cbie- f
of the Sons of
Alterant, have Issued requests to all
posts throughout the I'nited States
asking that each member of the two
orders wear a white flower.
"Mothers'
has been set aside
a
mi official state holiday by lov-e- i
v of South Dakota.
S. 'i
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Turks and Europeans Are
Leaving City for Fear of
Violence and Sultan
Walts Quietly for
the Army.

King Edward

and
( been the
ial affairs.
ter. Mrs.
will spend
r Herman
. George's

Constantinople, April 21. The advance guard of the constitutional
army bus arrived at tho outskirts ot
the city. The cabinet will meet this
afternoon to proclaim martial
law
in the capital.
The lines of the constitutional army
ure drawing closer and the udvanee
guard of tho Macedonians is practically at the gates of the city. Negotiations for a peaceable settlement
are proceeding with high hopes of
success and there is Increasing evidence that there will be no violence.
Everything is quiet at the Yildiz
palace. The sultan is outwardly CiMm
and Is awaiting developments quietly.
The First army corps, which garrisons Constantinople, has been won
over to the investing Vvy. Various
units of tho corps aro' finking ouths
to obey superiors and not mix In politics or interfere with the measures
udopted for tho punishment of those
guilty of starting-- the revolt ot last
week.
A general exodus of civilization has
begun for fear of violence. Hundreds and- probably thousands of
wealthy Turks aro leaving the city
with their families today. In addition
to the Kuropeans leaving. There is
panic in the harems, where reports
of street lighting have caused an epidemic of fear to prevail.
Izzet Pasha has handled the whole
aftair so deftly that the whole First
army corps has been won over to the
constitutional army.
Ten Thousand Dead.
London. April 21. A dispatch from
Athens says that telegrams from Mer-sinset forth that fully 10,000 persons have been killed in the
riots In the AUana and
Tarsus districts.
The country Is a
smoking wilderness.
a

.

v

Traveler.
Mombasa. British
East Africa,
April 21. The steamer Admiral with
Hotwevelt and party on board
sighted off this port this morning. was

Mrs. Taft is engaging the attention of Washington society In her plan
to make an American Hyde Park of the speedway In Potomac park, Washington. Hyde Park is nn institution without which Londoners would not
like to exist. Mrs. Taft plans to imitate the Hrltlsh by getng Washington

society to make the Potomac park the gathering place fov society of the
capital twice a week. The marine band will play WednesdU
nd Saturday
afternoon and society Is expected to turn out In carriages fai.d automobiles
to parade on the speedway.
y

COSI IEN ILLIOfl
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PATTEN

LEARN

;

10 1ALX

WITH

MARS

lliirvaril l'rofcrisor Knym It tan
Ittmo This Siiiiuner n b Planets
; Will Ho Nearer l at-l- i Other.

WHEAT

IW

April 21. if mankind
cares enough about it to put out
about $10,000,000 there is no very
good reason why tlxhuman race
should not be able to talk with Mars
and that mo soon as next July according to Prof. William Henry Pick
ering, Harvard university's celebrated
astronomer.
Communication with the Marltans
will be made possible. Prof. Pickering
declares, by adopting his method of
flashing messages, when Mars ,)
proachce the earth to within 35.000,-00- 0
miles, or about 6,000,000 miles
nearer than ever before.
J'rof. Pickering's plan contemplates
the use of a series of mirrors presenting a single reflecting surfuce
tirned toward Mars and occupying
more til. ill a quarter of il mile of sur-

l

' . ,

Hoston,

-

face.

In- - says,
"Suppik-ing.- "
"with such i
signal in operation, we begun a series
of flashes, cutting off the sun's rays
for an instant and then throwing on
the reflection legain. l epi atlng this
at Irregular
Intervals. forwarding,
CHICVC.O TIIKXTHKS
say, the telegraph code of dots and
1 K.IIT
'llll.l LAHOIl LAW laches, I have no doubt that providChicago, Ajirll 21. Six Chicago ing there were Intelligent people on
theatres tigure today in charges of Mars, the light would at once attract
violating the child labor law.
attention and would lend eventually
s,
On tho complaint of Kdgar T.
to an answering signal. If we received
chief of the department of fac- sueli an answer it wouhl be a comtory inspection, warrant
charging paratively easy matter to establish a
misdemeanor were Issued against. M. cod' ami transmit messages."
Cory, manager at the Chicago opera
house, and against Augustus Pltou, at
I H.HTIXU SOCIALISM.
the Illinois theatre.
21.
York, April
the
How
Xew
Managers of the people's Ma !'''. National Civic federation is opposing
Thirty-firHtreet and the New Sra I soclulism in this country was told iy
theatres will answ er cbarg s of
Stth Iaiw, former president of Colatlng the child labor law in the
lumbia university, In the course of an
court.
address
before the members of the
This roundup of theatres is the
National Metal Trade association.
suit of a vigorous campaign wa.
"Dj you know." he asked. "that
by the factory Inspection bur an .l
:here ure .Sunday .schools In this city
the last few weeks.
whero socialism is taught to lifle
children? Their literature is on our
im;i;mii;m
our
battleships and circulates
woi i.d
in
(iitKvr TAUirr poui i; aimy. urging desertion and mutiny,
i, ut we are doing what we can to
Washington, April 21. The
counteract that propaganda. We betinaiiec committe. wbieh has .'.i..i(
in gan this at the request of the labor
ot the tariff bill, is appaieitly
h ader
In the federation.
n t Hi. ,
favor of giving the j i
"Such men as Mr. dumpers and
er to suspend the tariff lav. t
Mr. Mitchell have been fighting soply the maximum rate ugii!:si an
clulism in their labor union tor
country which it may ;:pnar is
crlmlnating against American prod years."
antl-Christi-

Da-vie-

j

of Hull
See on Wliat

CONDITIONS

Movement

lie

Hum

Koeinlmli ns.

X.

(roc

to

llasftl His

imv.w

vanti-:-

i

Tin: hoii.sk.

Tenn Aplil 21. While
en route from Hot Springs t Conway,
Alk.. the home of 'lovernor Donas-hey- .
William Jennings Hryun : aw a
horse be wanted. In live minutes th''
Conway reception was forgotten and
Hryan was deep III a horse trade.
Negotiations faij-il- .
but while they
were In progress the train for Conway
A
friend came to the
had gone.
rescue with an automobile and Hryan
arrived in time to make an addicts.
Memphis.

CANADIANS

CAPTURE

(,ik

-i

di-s-

ucts.
IIAIM.i: PKl'l Y t.Klll.X(i
One bundled and fifty independent
ix iioxoi.i "s iiorsi:.
oil men will appear nefore the comof
Honolulu, April
mittee tomorrow to discuss oil rates.
preferred in the
been
Senator McCumber is Insisting on a graft haveHepresi-ntativeand a deHouse of
2" per cent duly on hides.
mand for an investigation has been
Tiie graft is said to be the
i toss
t. alum. iu.it. made.
kind. It is charged that some
peity
San Francisco, April 21. James L. members have tumid a thrifty pen'iallagher, once chairman
ot thj ny translating Knglish bills into HaSchmitz board of supervisors, and waiian and that some have gone bo
li garded as the chief wttnens against far an t introduce bills for the pur-- p
Patrick Calhoun, president of the
something to transof i.ih:i
I'nited Hail nays, w ho is on trial late.
was

li

i:xmii;

charged with offering a bribe,
passed to the deft use for cross examination today. From the short di- wool, o How lilts si i: n
FOIl KIDI ItS OF CAMP
rect questioning It became evident
Cheyenne, April 21 -- The National
that Heney wished to rontrict th"
Wool Orowers' association lias thrown
cross examination.
its Influence Into the search for the
XX1IKM AKI7O.X A JL1M.K.
men who raided u sheep camp in the
Washington, April 21. The Si nut'i Kig Horn country and killed three
has confirmed the nomination of J. sheepmen recently. A reward of $1.-0H. Campbell to be an associate Judge
This is the
lias been offered.
of the Arizona supreme court.
The hint time an outside organization has
Senate today confirmed Leroy P. entered the field in search of lawLcomls as postmaster at Texlco.
breakers in this state.

--

one-ten-

AMERICAN

SCHOONER

Sln.ls I'iretl al I'lsliJiig HonC, Hut Ilie
Captain Wouldn't Surrender
I Ut II Itoardetl.
Vancouver. April 21. The Domingovernment cruiser Kestrel arrived In port today, having in charge
the American halibut fishing schoon-Chich
Char ch Levi W olbury,
she captured aft' :' 111 ing four rounds
fiom a machine gun and threatening to sink the al!ege,j poaching vesThree
sel unless she surrendered.
volleys were intended as a warning,
bu'. no attention was puld and the
fourth round struck and slightly damaged tho schooner. Tho American
captain did not surrender until the
schooner was boarded by a force from
the cruiser.
The action took place Sunday if-rmmn in waters alleged contiguous
t" Canada. Captain Newcomb, of
the Kestrel, declares that if be ever
had a char case against an Aiutrican
vessel this is the one.
He declares that (Sunday alfrnoon
he Hpied the American vcsel bctwe n
tin- Haycock Islands. The islands are
live miles apart and N' weoiub figures
that the Vessel could not have been
more than two miles and a half from
either shore.
Captain Sinclair, of the Woodbury,
did not notice the arrival of the Kes-truntil the gunboat was within 1
ran along,
miles. The American
picking up Inr flrhing dories, cutting
the gear and not stopping to pull up
a fathom of line. In twenty minutes
the last dory was up and the Woodbury was working her motor power,
pulling for the Pac'tie highlands. The
cruiser' gradually
the
overhauled
schooner and the capture was male.
ion
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The steamer Admiral arrives at
Mombasa on, schedule time and Roosevelt will land today In Africa t
begin his hunting and collecting expedition north to Egypt. Roosevelt
will be welcomed nt
Mombasa by
Acting Governor Jackson, who ha
received special instruction
from
King Edward to show every consideration to the traveler. The Roosevelt
party will leave Mombasa tomorrow
for tho ranch of Sir Alfred Pease,
where the start on the hunt will be
made.
At Mombasa Roosevelt will sec a,
town that was founded only seven
years after Columbus discovered America. Portuguese explorers found the
natural harbor and founded a fori
there in 1605. The town now has a
population of
European is the chief city of Brltlsn
Fust Africa, an-- Is Important as a
of
and a Hrltlsh coaling station.
The rainy season is about over now
and a bright sun holds out its promise to the visitors.
Colonel Roosevelt. It Is announced,
will idop only long enough to see that
all his supplies are ready to ship,
then start by rail for Nairobi, 500
miles into the Interior. He will stop
for a day at Muchantos. to visit sslr
Alfred Pease, who hunted with him
it America. There Col. Jaa. H. Sadler, govern. ir of Btltlsn East Africa,
will meet him.
From the pease ranch, the party
goes on to Nairobi, which will be
headquarters until full. Wm. N. McMillan, American
millionaire,
who
will entertain tho party for the first
two months, has his place about thirty miles from Nairobi.
In this Journey from Mombasa to
Nairobi about
500
miles Colonel
Roosevelt .und his party will travel
over one of the most Interesting railroads In the world. The I'gamla rail
road is one connecting link for tho
o
railroad dreamed of by
Cecil Rhodes and Hrltlsh statesmen.
It is ulso an unexampled combination
of civilization and avagery.
The coaches are modern,
well
t quipped, electric
lighted, cool, comfortable. A meal is served which no
ne ;d
American hotel or Pullman
apologize for. Telegrapn lines run
alongside the tracks.
Hut civilization stops at the railr
road
From
the
window
or from the cow catcher, as
Winston Churchill saw It on a re
cent trip, and which Roosevelt may
Imitate one may ace Hons and hyenas and an occasional giraffe
or
rhinoceros.
Ju-Ja
The stay at the
ranch will be
part of the w hole
the pleasant-s- t
trip. This is McMillan's wonderful
place located between the Ju aad
the J.i. rivers, a bit of civilization
transported bodily into the Jungle.
The McMillaa home, built of asbestos und steel, Is lighted and heated
by its own electric plant, has a tine
cuisine and Is furnished like a Paris
garden. They keep open house there
for hunters all the ytur round, and
many
look after tne placa
and its guests.
The preserve includes 30,000 acres
and is fenced in heavy netting. It
is the best hunting spot in the world.
From Nairobi the real hunting will
begin. There will be trips in every
direction from there, including one to
tilope of Mt.
ascend the 18,000-foo- t
Knla.
miles north of the city. The
hunters will make several trips ovir
Victoria Nyanzi.
Ii October,
about the beginning of
In
the full rainy season, the
Mill pack up traps and start by caraHy
January,
Uganda.
van across
liIO. iie ho pea to reach the White
Nile, from which place he will cruise
b isiirely
down to Khartoum, where
Mrs Roosevelt will meet him for tlia
trip through Europe.
'ltlpiln-'pB(Ati''6e-

Chicago. April 21. James A. Patten, the bull leader in wheat, left the
city today, possibly to inspect the
wheat outlook, particularly as It bears
on the amount of wheat which may
be delivered to him on July contracts.
quietly ac
Patten's departure .
complished and few knew of It.
He was nccoinpanie,) by an expert
and it is believed he will inspect the
wheat crop In Illinois and adjacent
states. Whether Missouri will deliver a new wheat crop in July Is a
matter of the greatest Importance to
the traders ns the bulls have operated on the theory that this new crop
will not be available for delivery here,
while the bears hold the contrary.
The trip will afford Patten relief from
the strain of the past few days. The
market was featureless today.

st

.

Personally Instructed

Acting Governor to Show
Every .Consider- atlon to the.

London, April 21. A special dispatch from Constantinople says that
a definite agreement has been concluded between the government and
the committee of union and progress.
Abdul Hamld remains sultan but the
present cabinet will resign immediately.

William M. Abbott, counsel for the Vnited Hallways, who Is assisting In
the defense of Patrick Calhoun, president of the railways, on trial at i?an
Francisco for bribery, is himself charged with receiving papers stolen from
the prosecution.
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Young Turks Are at the Gates
of the Turkish Capital

Believe Cordial Relations Between Albuquerque and
Other Towns Are
Strengthened.
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NUMBER 85

MRS.' TAFT'S AMERICAN HYDE PARK

BUT HIS CABINET

PLEASED WITH TRIP

CORDIAL
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VOLUME 24.
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WEAl HER FORECAST
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Philadelphia. April 21. President
i ii. of
the I'nited Mine workers,
d tiie three
anthracite district
esldents called on President Haer,
' the Heading company today.
Lewis
he has a plan to end the labor
:
uble and this gives rise to a ro- rl that a settlement Is in sight.
I

ALBCQUETtQITK

PAGK TWO.

By the Citizen Publishing Company ot Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

EDITOR

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

www
THE OI'IICIAI XEAVSPAPKK.
March 29, 1909.
Territory of New Mexico. Office of th Secretary.
9 ot
Public notice is hereby given that In compliance- with section legisCouncil substitute for House bill So. 213 of the Thlrty-elsht- h
lative assembly, approved March 17, 1909, requiring the Secretary of
Mexico, The
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of New newspaper
of
Albuquerque Citizen Is hereby designated as such official
NATHAN JAFFA.
(Signed)
New Mexico.
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Peal)
-
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rUX ALBrQCERQCE CTT1ZKX HAS:
The fines equipped Job department In New Mexico.
Ihe latest reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary New Service.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
Arlsona as separate state In the Union. Republican National Platform.
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When John Smith resigns by request he is out of a Job and he immediately begins to look for another or inserts a want ad in his favorite periodical, calling attention to the fact that he is a good meat cutter, cun handle a pick and shovel or knows how to keep books.
jjohn Smith being .wise to the ways of the world does not permit a
a
little thing like losing his Job to worry him very long, for worrying Isover
soon
lost Job does not buy clothes for the baby. As a rule, John Smithgenerally
at work again particularly if he belongs to the union, which he
does.
Therefore, when John Smith reads that Abdul Hamld, late boss or
Asiatic Turkey and one of the few surviving men who prior to the downfall
his
of Clprlano Castro could do about as he pleased, is patiently waiting In Job
palace at Constantinople to see whether he is merely goins to low his
r have his head lopped off. John Smith smiles a pitying smile and mentally
or verbally thanks his stars that he Is Just John Smith and a resident of the
U. 8. A. in spite of the corner on wheat and the beef trust.
Some centuries ago. It was considered quite the thing for a monarch to
give up his life before his throne but of late years most of tin- monarch
and there are not many left have learned n few modem Ideas on the subject and when the Jig was up, most of them have made a hurried if not
jraceful exit Via the rear door and taken what spare change there was in
rethe exchequer with them. Castro was somewhat of an example in thiscay
spect and so far as can be ascertained Castro has been living pretty
alnce he abdicated except for a few official orders to get oft the laud, i'laln
John Smith, U. 8. AV cannot see the pretty sentiment which makes Abdul
Hamld ioaf around a badly damaged throne roitm when he owns a steam
7acht and has a palace equipped with an up to date back door.
There appears to be little doubt that Abdul Ha mid is out of a Job,
whether or not he knows it. There also appears to be no question but that
tie Is likely to be damaged if he remains much longer tn the throne room.
It seems that the sensible thing for Abdul Hamld to do, Is to Insert a
want ad somewhere and Join the imperial union. His only possible excuse
tor remaining in the Kiosk is that he hates to be a "quitter" but what else
la there for a man to do when he is out of a Job? Ask plain John Smith,
V. S. A.
-

Santa Fe New Mexican: Poor, poor, Roswell! The New Mexican was
uader the impression that Roswell is prosperous, very prosperous, but ac
cording to its own confession, its city council had to g.j out of business because the new publication law compels the publication of the minutes of its
city council. The minutes, no doubt, can be crowded into a column of the
Dally Record at Roswell, which would cost the city less than J 9. but evidently an enormous expenditure like that would bankrupt the city treasury.
What business has the public and the tax payer to be informed of the doings of the city council anyway, especially if It costs 19 to inform them?
Is different In El Paso. There the El Paso Herald has been publishing
daily for the past week, an ordinance covering six pages of small type, and
not at 19 a column either. But that Is the difference between cities that are
progressive and those that are Just trying to be, but are foiled in their endeavors by a law which at a cost of $9 a column insists that publicity he
eiven the actions of the public servants.

It

A Finney county man was out In the country tho other day, when he

let up with a farmer hauling a wheat drill back of his wagon. A terrille
Kansas wind was ripping across the prairie. "What are you doing with that
drill?" he asked the farmer. "Trying to catch up with my farm," was the
reply, as the farmer clucked up his horses. Salina Journal.
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OH DEATH, WHERE IS THY STING,
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A common little sparrow In a
common apple tree, snt up
nmong tho branches and chir
ruped merrily. Then flitting to
the ground below it gathered up
some hay and started In to build
a nest up where the branches
sway. It laid a straw upon a
straw nnd several more on top
which kept It pretty busy with- out a single stop. The man who
owned the orchard and the com- nmn apple tree came down and
saw tho sparrow
as busy as
could be. Ho took a hay rake
from tho fence and gave the
nest a swipe and as It scattered
In the wind he paused to light
his pipe. The blossoms from the
orchard sent through the hnlmy
air a perfume that was fraprnnt
of apple, plum and pear. The
green leaves that were sprout- ing caught each rasslng breeze
while branch and twig swayed
The lioss So It was your grandmother's funeral kept you away from
softly with a wanton sort of
the olllce yesterdry? Who officiated?
ease. The sparrow flitted to the
Johnny ! umpire.
tree it had another straw but
let It flutter t'. the gr und to
pause at what it saw. The nest
l'ittsfleld Journal.
its work had buildi rl had all V
Albany knows chiefly of the Nis- been swept nway nnd naught
kayuna and the Lebanon Shakers,
was left to mark the spot of
their peaceful communal life, their
twig or stick or hay. Hut did
industry and neatness. These nrc
the sparrow sorrow or pause to
two of the fifteen societies of the
drop a tear or did its notes
Shakers in the I'nlted States which
chirp sadly upon the farmer's
have a combined membership at
ear? The common little spar- present of not more than 1,000. These
row in the common apple tree
.
communities are confined to
gave no timP to lamenting
Connecticut.
Massasliusetts.
though strange It seemed to be.
New Hampshire, Maine, Ohio and
It chirruped as It fluttered ami
Kentucky, and at the height of Shak- it rounded Just the same for al- r prosperity
they numbered but
though it was a sparrow the
4,S6!i.
Gradually, through the tenlittle bird was game. Its notes
dencies of the times, the encroachwere Just as cheerful and they
ments of other interests In other secsomehow seemed to say this old
President Gives Orders That tions, the dwindling of the memberworld is full of orchards and
ship, the aging of the members, and
the orchards full of hay. I will
Personal Fitness Shall
the lack of new recruits to take up
move on to the next on and
"the heat and burden of the day,"
see what I can do for the nir
Guide
the Shakers are dying out. They repis Just as fragrant and the sky
resent the oldest communistic estabis Just as blue. So spreading out
Many others
lished in America.
its little wings, the sparrow flew
have sprung into existence, have run
away nnd started at the same
the
have proved
their course,
old Job before the close of day.
Washington. April 21. Politics will Impractibillty of the dream of their
The owner of tho orchard who
not cut any figure in the selection of founders, and have ceased to be. The
gave the nest a swipe sat
persons to select and supervise the Shakers have had a long life, as a
dreaming of his profits when
taking of the next decennial census. communal society, and they have
the fruit should all be ripe. The
for many things of good report
bugs meantime were busy, but
The president has foreseen what1 stood won
the respect of all the citno one saw them there; they
trouble politics might cause the ad- and
who have come In contact with
ate each fragrant blossom and
ministration If allowed to enter this izens
the orchard didn't bear. For it
national work, and he has Issued in- them. Albany Argus.
was gladsome springtime when
structions to S. N. D. North, director
XOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
thoughts lightly turn to love
of the census, urging him that in the
and the air was soft nnd balmy
selection of supervisors in the South
(Not coal land.)
politics must not be considered.
and the sky whs blue above.
The common little sparrow built
There will be one supervisor to Department of the Interior, U. 9.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
a nest far. far away, while the
each congressional district, and in
(Serial No. 025S3.)
farmer with the orchard Jut.t
districts where there are cities of any
April 5, 1909.
forgot to use a spray.
size there will be an additional supNotice is hereby given that Martin
ervisor.
The action of the president is said Ityan, ot Albuquerque, N. M., who,
to be due to conferences he has held on Nov. 5, 1906, made H. E., No.
GERMANS CLAIMING THAT
with politicians from various sections 10211, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, Section
of tho country. There has gradually 3. Township 10 N., Range 3 E., N.
grown a belief that the selections M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
BRITISH BACKSLIDE would be made according to party intention to make final five year
land
affiliations and party standing, and proof, to establish claim to theOtero,
described, before H. W.
the presldjjt believes this would be above
commissioner,
United States court
at
Say Kiis'iil'incn Are DWsalisllcd Willi one of the worst steps that could be Albuquerque,
N. M., on the 11th day
Allium-,-- ,
Theretaken by the administration.
Hut
June,
1909.
Japs Heiiy Tills.
fore he has asked Mr. North to rely of
names as witnesses: John
upon the personal fitness of each ap- A. Claimant
Johnson, Josle A. Johnson. John
Toklo, Japan, April I'l. The Jap- plicant, and not under any circumanese publicists do not take seriously stances to be guided by the political Maher, George Souther, all of Albuquerque, N. M.
the German insinuations that Japan belief of the individual.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
is dissatisfied with the
All the supervisors will be appoint-- f
Register.
alliance and wishes to abrogate
il on the indorsement
of senators,
It.
They believe that it does not re- it is thought, as the Senate has added
flect official views and that it is a a provision to the census bill requirThe Missouri Society of New
pure newspaper invention, intended ing them to be approved by the SenMexico meets the second Wed- to alienate English
ympitthy be ate the same as presidential appointneMlay of each month at Odd
cause of the existing AngloMlerman ments.
Fellows' hall, 321 South Second
differences as to. the Chlnerse quesThere is a movement on foot to
street. Next meeting Wed nes- tions, Including t lie Canton-Hankuhave the president let the tip go out
day. May 13, 1909.
railway difficulty.
(iiiietly that all officers who abstain
Headquarters at room 4, Bar- They say that doubtless visitors to
from liquor will be shown preference
Second and Oen- the open ports of China g t the in
army and navy appointments. Sen1079.
tral.
Phono
Idea that Englishmen in the
Far ator Johnson, of North Dakota, called
All MJasourians are requested 4
East have ceased to regard
the at the white house yesterday and
to call and register.
alliance with friendly eyes. Japan and talked
president
the
to
the
about
O. J. KRAEMKR,
everything Japanese in in bad odor
Secretary.
and insisted that nothing would
there at present and if the alliance plan,more
efficiency
Improve
to
the
depended upon the votes of British do
subjects in these settlements its exist of the service.
Following his talk with the presence would be brief.
Englishmen in China, it Is declared, ident, Senator Johnson declined to A Widow and Her Insurance
may feel momentary umbrage in the tell what the chief executive had said,
face of Japanese competition, yet it is but declared the time is coming when
Money Are Soon Parted
the administration must act to admerely a transitory phenomenon.
vance sobriety in both tho army and
policy Is
unless her husband'
navy.
HOTEL AIUUVALS.
taken In the
Senator Johnson was the author of
n
Equitable
the
act that passed conlife Awmrant-Sturgt.
Society of the IT. 8.
F.
Bartlett, Socorro; Jne. F. Ful- - gress in 1899. He pointed out yeslerton, Socorro; Jno. McCarroll, Kan terday the benefits resulting from
and he chooses for her that option of the NEW YORK STATE
sas City; J. W. Sullivan. Hasan; E. this law. ami said that if the presiSTANDARD POLICY which
ltunner, San Pedro; Hilly Mel.gar, dent would now favor men with proguarantees that an annual InVaughn; E. A. Kimble, El Paso; F. motions who abstain from drink it
promote
step
be
to
1. Jann, Victoria. Tex ; V
would
another
come shall be paid to htr the
A. 'Ireeji,
temperance.
amount to be paid being regSanta Fe.
ulated by the amount of InPASSING OF THi: SILVKFJIS
Alvarado,
surance carried by the husE. M. McQueen Gray, Carltsbad; J.
band, and the age of the benThat those quite and Industrious
S. Johnson, KooKy
i.
W.
eficiary.
The Income the
pay to the
Hotchkiss. Cleveland; C. E. Prahman, folk known to the world as Shakers,
Equitable
MUST
Chicago: J. K. McMahon, I.as Vegas; but more properly "the United Sowife or her heir for a period
K. W. Bull. Kelly; A. J. Meiler, Chl- - ciety of True Believers in Christ's
of twenty yetre at least, and
ct.go; O. H. Kniffen. Denver; H. E. Second Appearance," are passing is
for as long thereafter as the
Ttt itchcll, L,tt Vegas; Mrs. C. M. Ma- - again emphasized by the sale of propwife may live, whether forty,
gill, Eos Angele.s; Jno. Stein, Eas Ve- erty s belonging to the communities.
fifty, sixty years, or more.
gas; Mrs, D, . Shave, Chicago; Miss The Shaker property In Shirley and
This feature of the NEW
F. 3. Shaves, Chicago; Miss Ellen M. Lancaster, in Massachusetts, amountYORK STATE STANDARD
McKechiney, Chicago; G. Jl. Ityan, ing to nearly 6S5 acres, is to be sold
one well worth
POLICY !
Chicago; J. F. Quinn, t. Joe; B. M. to the commonwealth. The land Is
looking carefully Into by men
by
an
as
a
for
state
site
leiiulred
the
A.
H.
ChamberMcDonald. Denver;
who wish to make absolute
lain, Topeka; Anna Harrington. Den- Industrial school, as recntly provided
provision for their wives.
The
ver; Alice Cheshire, Washington, 1. for by the state legislature.
particulars write or call on
For
it
possible
courts
have
made
for
M.
G.
Bean,
Chicago;
David Beer,
C;
Elder Joseph Holden to give a clear
New Yolk.
title to the property, and $43,000 is GEO. S. RAMSAY, Gen. Agt.
to be paid for it. according to the Suite 10 Harnett Bulkllnjj Phone 283
Ntvoy.
Cooney, N. M.; F. A.
J. P. Ban-henFlick. Chicago; M. Brown. Orrvllle,
Cal.; 11. D. limsen. Orrvllle, Cal.; H.
L. Kirtpatiick. Auburn, New York; S.
Jones, Ios Angeles; O. W. Behring-rup-to-da- te
millJIbetweeri
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These are

Carriage
Buying
Days
don't urge you to buy an expenMve vehicle. We have
many good styles within the ranee of modast incomes
Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys, Spring Wagons,
etc. Just received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as we need the room and can use the money
We

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.

t

Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

0S:

Y'ourur Selection
M

OUUU BANK

Is important
not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a materia!
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

THE BANK OF CO FA MERGE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL A NO SURPLUS
9200,000

M. RIDLEY,

President

II. B. KAY, Secretarv-TreasureWILLIAM BRYCE, MANAGER

r

Albuquerque Foundry
Machine Works

&.

(INCORPORATED)

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,

I

N. M

i

nglo-.laanes- ,.

Anglo-Japane-

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

nete-btilldJ- nf,

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

untl-cantee-

School district No. 17 In Allen county, Kansas, is regarded as the richIt embraces the Standard Oil tank farm and this with other
(as belt industries returns approximately $2,600,000 for assessment In the
chool district. One item of property listed is $400 worth of cannon for
fighting fires in the oil tanks.

est

In the state.

Emperor William will be as near ready as any of the rulers when the
time comes. When the others are not looking he slips down town and buys
aaother warship, or a new balloon, or a new explosive, or something or
other.

...

The hat pins this season are nearly twice as long as they ever were before and cost twice as much. The Citisen does not like to cast rellections
upon the fair sex, but is it possible that the steel trust, ahem, is In any way
Implicated?
pastor recently found a $1,000 bill in the collection box.
He at once advertised the matter, fearing that such a sum had been contributed by mistake. Evidently there Is a pastor who knows his congregation.
A Pennsylvania

The New York Tribune is conducting a campaign for fresh air In the
public schools. Since we have most everything else In the public schools
the Ctizen can not see why a little fresh air would1 do any damage.
The Citizen is free to advise all its readers to lay in their next year's
supply of diamonds immediately, as reliable advices from Washington Indicate that diamonds will be heavily taxed under the new tariff jw.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N M

At the Close of Business January 4

,

An rlwkimo youth refuses to take a free college course In New York and
in"'U on returning to his Arctic home. Nothing cun reconcile him to the
loss of the blubber pies hit mother used to make.

Eos Angeles.

Cruigci
Vaughn;
W.
Jolmer,
F.
C
Some of the business philosophers lay down the principle that cheap Smith, Denver; L. M. Smith. Denver:
money means dear bread. Csxiyle suiiplled a needed term when lie re F. Marphertson, Jis Angeles; W. J.
Lloyd. Chicago; W. T. Ensign, Omaferred to political economy as the dismal science.
Angeles.
ha; J. L. Vasbur,
The trade excursionists are home und there has been no raise in the
JEST'S.
price of bromo seleer. which In itself is proof evident that the ba'ar has
The world's greatest thinkers nearbeen returned to fair Magdalena.
ly all disagree with the church. You
There appears to he little doubt but that T. lloosevelt will survive the should know their beliefs. Three
lid animals if the germs and scientists of Africa "vill only brief essays one on Jesus, one on
lions and other
the Origin of the Gospels, and one on
let him alone.
Christianity
will give you the net results of modern scholarship and InI'm le Joe Cannon is going to play golf. This looks Uke a
to ttand in with the adminifctration. Why don't he go on a lion hunt? spiration. Price 12c. Send dime and
stamp to The Sc hool of Truth, Lafayette, lad.
The worst grafter re the country la said to be Luther Burbanks.

We have the only
Pueblo and Los Angelos.

Ifyouneed
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Doors, Casings. Sash. Mouldings, or
Special Wotk of Any Kind

CONC1-31NIN-

bun-face-

Write or call on ua.

Superior lumber

&

mill co.

Albuquerque, N. M.
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RESOURCES
Loana and Dlcounti
Bonda and Other Securities
Real Estate
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Furniture and Fixtures

Caita and Due from (ithxr Rank
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LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
8urplua and Profit
Depjalta Subject to Check
Tim Certlfloatea of Deposit. . .
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The man who contrived the latest corner says the days of cheap wheat
are over. There are many others who think that the supply of lug speculators who burt a tire Is about the same as usual.

1

Territory of New

.1
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.

4li.ltl.IT

.

089
0.011.1

lf.8.
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Mexico,

l

of Bernalillo. es.
Stricklar, Vlea President and Cash'er of the
W.
ot
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement l tra
best of my knowleda and belief.
W. g. flTRlCKXR,
Vice President and Cash tr
Subscribed and twora to before me this Ita day of lacaart .
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ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.
a million dollars. In this table were
Included the cost of the upkeep of
the wh'te house and grounds, the
salaries ct clerks employed In the executive offices and even the policemen detailed for duty at the white
house. It was pointed out by those
supporting a salary Increase that the
cost of running the capltol might as
well be divided by 483 and the result
charged up as an addition to the salary of each senator and representative.
One of the most difficult things
those statesmen who opposed Increased compensation for the president
have to explain is why they did not
vote to cut off their own mileage
when their salaries were Increased
from $5,000 to $7,500 a year. The
rate of increase for the president and
for members of Congress was the
same, and both were Justified on the
score of increase for the president
and for the act of March 4,1907, allowing the president $25,000 a year
for traveling expenses the president
was to be reimbursed only for the
sums actually expended by him in
travel. .Senators and representatives
drew twenty cents a mile each way
from their homes to Washington,
though the cost of travel is nothing
like that amount.
Even it Congress doesn't restore
the allowance. President Taft will
do considerable traveling this summer. When the president travels he
must take along with him a retinue
of clerks and attendants and the expenses are enormous. Though Mr.
Taft is fond of travel and has traveled more than any other man who
ever occupied the white house, lie
doesn't feel that he can afford to
dulge largely In this luxury and f t
the bills out of his own pocket.

CONGRESSMEN
GET

MANY

P
People Want President's Trav.
ellng Expenses Paid so
He Can Take
Trips.
It Is not to
that the Amer-Icu- n
people want their government

Washington. April

12.

be doubtid. of course,

adminiK. red economically, but there
are ev id. rices uf disapproval at the
lui'!iiiiii'i).v ot Congress In certain
protests
Instance,
direction.--- .
For
are pouring in against the cutting
oft ol" the $25,000 a year formerly allowed tin president for traveling expenses. When at the last session of
Cong ''em the presidential salary has
Increased from $50,000 to $75,000,
the traviling expense Item of $25,000
was cut out.
T'ne argument in favor of increas
ing the s.ilary of the president was
th it not only had the cost of living
increased since 1873, when the salary
f $50,000 a year was fixed, but that
the social demands upon the president called for a much heuvier ex- enditure. It Is true that President CIIAKI.KS FUOILMAN IN LONDON.
In London and generally under the
Roosivtlt did not in any year use all ccptlnn
of "Stars and .stripes," they
the $25,000 appropriated for travel-- !
g
ing expenses, but Is popularly suppos-- i have coined a new phrase,
the stage," apropos of the
ed that he used much more than his fact that Charles
at present
official salary In maintaining the has attractions InFrohman
theWhite House. Mr. Roosevelt could af- atres. At the Adelphi sixhe London
Is
ford to do this because he had a mod- the new labor play Strife." presenting
by John
erately large private fortune and
"
Oalsworthy; at the iHaymarket
a considerable income from his
a new comedy in three acts by
books. But Mr. Taft has no private Hubert Henry Davles;
at The (lar-rlc- k
fortune, and unless there is to be
"Samson," with Arthur lioureh-ie- r
cheese-parin- g
whito
at the
continuous
In
title role; at The Duke of
house, a good part of the additional York's the
J. M. Harris's comedy "What
go
toward Every Woman Knows;" at The Com$25,000 salary will have to
paying living expenses. Whatever edy theatre, W. Somerset Maugham's
traveling the president dues and it comedy "Penelope," with Miss Marie
costs money for the president to trav. Tempest In the title role; and at The
el will have to be paid out of what- -' Hicks theatre "The Dashing
Little
ev r Is left of his salary, so that un- Duke. ' with Miss Ellallne Terris. In
less Mr. Taft sticks pretty close to commenting upon the situation the
home hi' is going to have u hard time latest London Referee sayn:
"our
making ends meet, with practically' dramatists, our actors, our theatres,
no chance to lay aside anything are all under the star spangled banagainst the day of retirement.
ner. In short, everything which is
Now, the people don't want the comprehended in the British drama,
They (dramatic critics, of course, always
president to stay at home.
want him to travel, travel because excepted), may be aid to oe so
they want to see him. Their wish largely under Mr. Krohman's Influexactly coincides with that of the ence that it really looks as If nothing
president, but it would be rather too but the national theatre can hope to
much to expect that Mr. Taft should escape from the clutches of the albe willing that the young Tafts go mighty American manager. The
where Mr. Frohman lately
without shoes and school books In
order to gratify this mutual desire. brought out the new comedy "Bevia"
At least the people see it in this by Hubert Henry Davles, Is the last
or perhaps the latest of the Lonlight, and the members of Congress
theatres to be added to the enorare being flooded with communica-'- , don
mous Interest which Mr. Frohman
tions from their constituents demand-- ' represents
in the theatre. The AmerIng that the $35,000 for traveling
very
himself
be restored.
This Is likely to ican manager makes Haymarket.
He
be done at the regular session next much at home at The
been connected with the
v-- inter.
Action would be probable at might have years
for all the change
theatre for
the extra session were it not for the he
has
into
introduced
house. You
fact that the House appropriation don't notice that he isthe
there,
he
committee has not been appointed. gets there; and it seems after ahut
Even this may not stand in the way, Just as if he had been there allwhile
the
was established time." Further along In the notice
for a precedent
when the census bill was brought Indeliciously
naive,
a
the writer with
to the House and passed without unintentional
humor, notices that
the census committee having been "the special Influence
uf Charles
named.
Frohman In the management of The
Whether it would be possible to Haymarket, consists In the Insistence
g
pas? through the House u bill grant- on the mechanical business of
ing the president $25,000 for travel.'
birds in the third act of
ing expenses; only a test would tell.
Certainly the birds were no betIt will be recalled that there was ter than a nuisance the other night
strong opposition to increasing the al The Haymarket.
If an actor will
president's salary, and the House say that he heard the birds singing
only consented to this on condition when he arose at dawn, he may conthat the lump sum for traveling ex- vey that idea in a few words, more
penses be dropped.
clearly than It may be done by blowSome of the unfairest arguments ing through a reed into a bow
of
ever heard in Congress were used in water. The theatre is not a toy
opposition to Increasing the presi- .shop."
dent's salary. A table was produced
shn.vii.g that .appropriations on at-- 1
STAGE TO JEM KZ LEAVK8 111
count of the pr sident already were WEST GOLD EVERY HOK.XLXi A I
in the neighborhood of a quarter of
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We will withdraw from the market all unsold lots in the
Perea Addition Until then our price on the choicest lots
will be from $75 to $225 per lot. Only $10 down, Balance $10 a month.
Office: 204 Gold Ave.

F. H. MITCHELL
FELIPE GURULE

WILL BURY

Dm

HIM UNITED

IN ARLINGTON
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j
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TO

RY

K. B. SELLERS

Telephone 899
Automobile No. 9

BILLY SULLIVAN, MANAGER OF THE WHITE SOX

STATES

'

...

PROTECT

,fy

REPUBLICS

"Froh-manizln-

Body of French Officer

Designed Washington
to be Moved Next
Week.

de-riv- er

"H.'-vls,-

'

Hay-murk-

es

twit-tirin-

'Re-vln-

What Stove

C

r

''r'"ll

for Summer?
Nothing adds to kitchen conven-

ience in summer weather like a
New Perfection Wick Blue Flame
Oil Cook-Stov- e.
Anything that
any stove can do the ' 'New Perfection" will do, and do it better.
Bakes, roasts, boils, toasts; heats
the wash water and the sad irons

NEW PERFECTION
Cook-Stov-

e

differs from other oil stoves in its strong, handsome, useful
CABINET TOP with shelf for warming plates and keeping food
not. Also has drop shelves on which to rest toffee pot and teapot, and is equipped with bars for towels. A stove of
convenience, comfort, safety and economy. Made in
three sizes, bold with or without Cabinet Top. If
not at your dealer's, write our nearest agency.
;

ice

April

America

,

-

-

the plan of the capitol spent his last
days in poverty as the guest of William Dudley Hinges at Green Hill,
Mil, and he was hurled there.
At
its last session Congress appropriat1.000 to transfer the body to
ed
Arlington and to erect a memorial
over the grave. Rrlef services will
be held In connection with the
and Vice President Sherman
and the French ambassador, M. Jus-rami, will speak.
In connection with the revival of
plans for the beautlflcatlon of Washington much sentiment has grown up
regarding the services of Major L'En-fau- t.
Nobody knows precisely what
lie did in designing the city of Washington, though It is a matter oT record that he tried the temper of
Washington and Jefferson beyond enis
durance.
l!ut Congress always
long on sentiment and made the requested appropriation without batting
un eye.
And maybe it was right,
though Congress itself doesn't know.
provln-- i
I.'Knfant was a
ial ollieer when he came to America from France to Join the Continental army. He was commissioned
captain of engineers and after the
Revolution he remained in America
as a civil
engineer and architect.
Whi n the time came to plan the fed-- i
r.il city L'Enfant was commissioned
to draw up the design. Hoth Jefferson and Washington were in constant
consultation with him and it Is reasonable to suppose that they were
more responsible than the engineer
lor the final plan. Washington had
a natural gift for laying out grounds,
as his Mount Vernon estate proves.
Moreover, he had grand ideas using
"grand" In its finest sense and he
the original design
believed that
should provide f,,r a city of 500,000
or more inhabitants.
Without such
hacking it is fair inf- rence
I ..werful
that I.'Knfant would riot have ventured to plan on such a vast scale
as he did.
he had an accomIn Jeffeison
plished advisor. Jefferson had culture. nriclied by foreign travel. He
had seen far more of the world than
who
the provincial French ollieer.
left Europe at 22. Indeed, one of
his letters to I.'Knfant is preserved,
which shwws the sort of help he
gave.
He says:
"In compliance with your request
!
my
papers and
have examined
found the plans of Frankfort-on-th- e
Main. I'ailsiuhe, l'aris. Amsterdam,
Siiashurg fiihans. Hordeaux. Lyons,
Montpclier. Marseilles. Turin and
Milan, when
send in a roll by
large and at- post.
They are on
curate scale, having been procured
by me uhlle in those r speetive fit- As they are connected
ies myself.
my travels.
it h notes I made on
and are often recesary to explain
will big your care
them to myself.
of them and to return them to me
when no longer useful to you."
Nob dy could get on with I.'Knfant nd President Washington dismissed him. For his year's work he
was ottered $3,000. about the salary
He,
of a cabinet ohVer of that day.
fi It this was not enough and there
were endless bickerings between him
and Congress.
The general scheme of the city was
worked out by I.'Knfant. To him Is
due the plan of radiating avenues, the
house;
location of the president's
and tile capltol HUd the mall between!
y
hem. He seems to have been
ganled
the men of his time as
having marked urtlstic ability, but
i iratic and without the practical gifts
necessary to carrying out the great
i nterpt ise that for a
time was entrusted t him.

affords a
mellow
"V
light that is verv erate- ..
f .
iui to urea eyes a perfect student or
family lamp. Brass, nickel plated, hence
more durable than other lamps.
If not with your dealer, write our ' i
nearest agency.
.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
'.Incorporate

r.

iu0H$&:?z-.-- .

This has been regarded as Inevitable in administration
circles
for
the last month, and yesterday It was
uiMiiii(ext this clever Imck
generally admitted by olllclals high Coiul-ke- y
in the councils of the nation
that
already the peace of the Central
depends
upon
American republics
included Colorado fed steers at $5.35
the United States.
Officials In the state department to $6.35, Idaho and Oregon hay fed
feel they have a free bund to estab- steers at 15.40 to $5.90, fed range
lish a protectorate government over cows at $4.10 to $5.65. Heavy steers
meeting moBt resistance
from
the little countries of Central Amer- are
claim there Is a better
ica and regard that ag the only way buyers, who
light
cuts of beef, and that
peace can be preserved In that part outlet for
of t he w orld, w here revolutions crop they have difficulty in moving heavy
Hun today is 10,000 head,
out before breakfast and a new man frtcers.
stt eis steady, she stuff and stockera
goes in to rule the destiny of his tind
ome of the l.ck-har- t
feed ens firm.
countrymen before luncheon.
sold today at $6.20, 1332
steers
The policy of interference by the pounds, three loads iS3 pound feedI'nlted States has the indorsement of ers from Ihirango, Colorado,
at $"i.33,
Great lirltaln and France, who hold and some high grade
pound
1071
that revolutions will continue in that feeders from Saguache at $5.73.
part of the world until some great Hange stockers fell at $4.25 to $5.40.
power steps In and takes charge of Panhandle fed ttteers $5.25 to $5.75,
things.
cews and heifers $3.75 to $5.40, somu
Great Britain and France Joined grass steers from Southern Texas In
with the United States in keeping the quarantine division, sold here
Clpriano Castro from landing in any
at $4.70 to $4.0, weighing S20
of the Central American countries. It to H30 pounds,
was felt that as certain as he landed
Kccclpts of fed sheep und lambs
there was going to be trouble, and I are diminishing each week, and the
was believed that it would mean the supply of Texas muttons Is increasing.
overthrow of the government of Ven- - j The market was a shade lower last
i
'
ezuela.
week, but is stronger today, on a supWord has gone forth In several dlf- - ply of XS00 head. The Mailman
fere lit ways to Interested Central lumbs, from Imh Animas, sold at i
Americans from the administration I today ami bulk of lambs sold around
that it was up to the United States ?7.0, clipped lambs worth $6.50 to
to interfere in the destinies of Cen- $7, best wooled wethers $6.50, yeartral America, and officials of the state lings today at $7.40, ewes $6.00. llit
department do not hesitate to say 'lixas muttons are worth $5.25 o
that revolutions or Internal disturb- $5.50, medium to common grades $5
ances of any kind will not bo tol- to $r,.2".. fat goats $4 to $4.40, brusa-er- s
erated.
$3.25 to $3.50. Sentiment among
A representative
of Zelaya's gov- dealers predict a higher market,
ernment is now on his way to Wash-- , fed stock is believed to be about all
ingt'in, and as soon as he arrives, In, and no heavy supply in expected
conferences will likely follow be- - j from Texas this year, account of dry
tween him and the president and the w inther reports from there.
secretary of state that will show'
how the troubles will be untangled.
"Generally dcoilltuted for years..
Had sick headaches, lucked ambitio'i,
MAKKKT.
K
I.lVINTtH
Till:
was worn-ou- t
k
and all run down.
Hlood Hitters made me a we'l
Kansas City Stock Yards, April 21. j
The run of cattle last week was woman." Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moo-su3S.000 head here, and the
market
Conn.
averaged about steady for the week.
with a small rise first two da
It Is not what you pay for advertisof t'.e
wtck, which was afterwardN lost. ' '
ing but what advertising
PATS
VOU, that makes It valuable. Our
ferlng.i from the west ami ..outh
were larger than in recent weeks, und rates are lowest for equal service.

si

BIG LEAGUE

Jlur-doc-

GAMES

V1.AVINU
UlLKItK T1IKY AUK
TIUS AFTERNOON.

National leagiie.
nt Cleveland.
Detroit at Chicago.
Washington at .New York.
Philadelphia ut Huston.

St. Jjouls

American Iicaguo.

Huston at Philadelphia.
St. Ixuis at Cincinnati.

(Only two games scheduled.)
HOW TJLrrV STAND.
American Irague.
Won. Lost. Pet.

'

I

'

....

year.

I

a-- s.

ZyttY

IVhlor Jones, who lius refused to manage the team tills

o

to-o-

-

1

Htre-afte-

Washington. I). C. April 21. The
government or the United States Is
to exercise
protectorate
functions
ovi r the countries of Central America.

The

21.

body uf Major Charles L'Enfant, the
stormy petrel or tin- rally days of
the city of Washington, will lie in
Mate in the rotunda of tin- capitol
April i'N. Just prior to Uh reburlal in
Arlington cemetery. The disigner of

Detroit
New

5
4
3
3
3
3
2

York

lloston
Cleveland
Washington
Philadelphia
St. I.ouls
Chicago

1

kS3

2
2
3

.667
.600
.500
.420
.400
.500
.200

4

3
S
4

1

National Ieague.
Won.

Cincinnati

Lost. Pet.
1

5
4
2
2
2
2
2

Hoston
New York

Chicago
Hrooklytl
Pittsburg
St. l.ouis
Philadelphia

1

2
3
3
3
4
3

1

.833
.800
.600
.400
.400
.400
.333
.250

American Association.
R.
At Milwaukee
3
Milwaukee
4
Minneapolis
other American association games
wet grounds,
I ost poned,
.'

Italii

I

Sm1U--

I

(,amM.

Knt one of the nine games to have
been played In the major leagues yesterday could be played on account of
bad weather.
The rain, which play

ed havoc with the schedule Monday,
was the conflicting feature again yesterday. In many places it will be a few
pie of daya before the grounds will be
dry and the schedule is badly smashed. A number of double headers will
have to be played the latter part of
the week with the weather favorable.
Many of the big managers are saying
Just what they have said every spring
with the coming of bad weather the
games are started too early. May 1
would be soon enough to guarantee
baseball weather,
The one game played at Detroit between Cleveland and Detroit of the
American league was a farce. Only a
corporal's guard of fans shivered in
the grandstand, and the players lacked ginger. It was cold and a bitter
cold wind was blowing. Cleveland
won as It pleased. The score:
At Detroit
K. H. K.
3 3
Detroit
1
12 17
Cleveland
Schmidt;
Hatterles: (agltte and
Young and F.asterly.
NOTIOK

im

PCIildCATION.

(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 10, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
F. Komero, of Albuquerque, N. M..
wh,o, on
190... made Home
stead Entry No. 6947, for SW14, SecE..
tion 4, Township 8 N., Range
N. M. P., Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make final five year
proofs, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. W. S.
Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Filomeno Mora, of Chlliii. N. M.;
Juan Antonio Alderete, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Perflrlo Sandeval,
of
Chilill, N. M ; Prudencio Maldonado.
of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

ee the wheel go round

1

and does it without dissipating
its heat through the room to
your discomfort. The

Wick Blue Flame Oil

l. (.,

Washington.

Who No More Revolutions Will be
Tolerated In Central

THE
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Refrigerator

aidw'm
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si snows positive circulation,
MA.
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Coldest, Dryest, Sweetest Built.

re-b-

Printers and others interested !
the printing traaes will be interestee
to learn that they can secure the Inland Printer of O. J. Kraemcr, at Ta
CitUeo

IN OUR WINDOW

office.

113-115-1-
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SOUTH FIRST STREET
fi

exc.E FOUR.

AiVBTTQUERQTTK

PLEASED WITH TRIP
TO

Crystal Thea tre

I

Important Notice
Change of Pictures
at the Crystal

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
SATURDAYS and SUNDAYS
MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Sontjs
MR. T. ROACH, Baritone

Music by Crystal Orchestra

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
YXKjncxxErxxxxxxxtancxxjoca

NEW ORDER OF THINGS

COLOMBO

In addition to our regular
meal, we serve Short Orders.
Noodles, Chop Suey In all
styles and other Mantlarlu
Dishes. Give us a trial.

THEATRE
W. B. Moore. Mgr.
Licensed by the Motion

Patent

SAN JOSE
RESTAURANT

IMo-- ar

Co.

ADMISSION IOC

DOOCXXXXXXXXXJOOOCXJOOOOOOCX

jj

One new reel of pletnrr eacb

Open day and nlglit, 211 West
Central.
UOOCJCXXXXXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES
TWO SHOWS,
-"-

:1S.

:1S AYD

Batordaj Mod Soaday
as S p. m.

-T

ILLUSTRATED BONOS.

J. J. Carmody, Baritone Singer.
BOSS

J Its MUD GRAIO,
Musical

PUinW.

OODCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAJ
A

Pure Ice Cream
For the season of

1909

delicious cream Is more popthan ever. All orders,
large or small, in or out of the
city, promptly cared for, and
delivery In good condition,
guaranteed.

ular

Supply Company
1700 No. Fourth at Phone

PIONEER BAKERY,
27 South First SL

&

420.

OX CAKK.

The beet way to avoid the heat,
trouble, chance of failure through interruption, lack of weights and measures, etc., incidental to cake baking,
is to order us to bake for you Just
the cake you have in mind. Our ovens hold so much and are In such
constant use that the cost to you per
cake Is really less than If you baked
It yourself.

our

The Matthew Dairy

T.UJt

I

RICO HOTEL

Wake Up!

AND BAR

I

MOVED

All kinds of Filagree Jewel- -'

Get my Price Before
Buying.

fj.

A. GARCIA
210

WEST

GOLD

1

AVE.

PHINNEAPOLIS
Rooming House

U4 Booth Second

Bt.,

corner

FIRST ST.

119

L-o-a.

new iron beds. Reoms tor
aousekeeplog.
Single room,
$Llf
r week. Ne invalids received.

B. H. Brjggs & Co.

DRUGGIST
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

11

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental

Building

Bring Us Your Prescription

"NO!"

don't believe
hear.

every

thing

yon

Thornton, the Cleaner
Is not dead; is not out of Business, and CAN'T OO OCT.

A SALE OF GROCERIES
irks that going on here is not often
announced. It is easy enough to offer
heap groceries at cheap prices. Lut
we effer first class groceries at LOW
QUALITY PRICES. Bo unusual are
values that it will be wise for you
te lay In a stock while the opportunity lasts. As a careful housekeeper
roa owe it to yourself to judge the
ekeracter of this offer for yourself.

CHAMPIOX GKOCERT CO.
Seventh and Tilers

toii SI.

Be convlrcsd that he's more
alive than ever.
Steam Cleaning Plant JI7 South
Waiter street Telephone 410.

I d Bather Die, Doctor,
than have my feet cut off." said M
L. Bingham, of Prlnceville. III., "but
you'll die from gangrene (which had
eaten away eight toes) if you don't,"
naiii all doctors.
Instead he used
Hueklen'a Arnica Salve till wholly
cured. Its cures of eczema, fever
sores, bolls, burns and piles astound
the world, 25c at all dealers.

ago one.)

doughnuts to their heart's content.
The. ladies met the train with baskets of mistletoe and each booster
tut il a bunch pinned on the lapel of
his coat. Some of them Rot under
the mistletoe, so It Is whispered.
At Wlllard the wind was blowing so
hard that the excursionists got a very
poor idea of the town. A reception wim held In the town hall and
j speeches
were made. The wind was
out toe
Mill mowing ai r.siancia
boosters nerved themselves for the
ordeal and made the best of the unfavorable conditions; The citizens
were hampered In their plans of entertainment, and the boosters could
not appear to their best, but the situation was accepted and the good
work continued.
It was at Kstanela that Train Manager Moses Ste rn got his wires crossed on the time the train would arrive here. The excursion was two
hours late at Kstanela and It did not
Mem possible that the time could be
made up. but the whole Kstanela valley wi.s a cloud of dust driven by a
Kale and the Mops at the smaller
towns were cut. The train arrived
at Kennedy, the turning point, on
time, and arrived In Albuquerque on time.
Alice, the big, brown bear from
Magdalena. which was a feature of
tho excursion on part of the trip,
was left at Socorro on the return
trip and sent back to her owners at
Magdalena.
The diner service and the service
in the baggage car. hh well as the
train service, was up to the standard
of the Harvey system. No tips were
given the waiters and every booster
was treated alike. The meals were
and bountiful. A considerwas
able amount of provisions
brought home.
Too much praise cannot be given
the Learnard & Lindemann boy band
for the part they played on the excursion. The band was the leading
feature of the excursion, and was
greatly appreciated
all along the
At Sliver City the hand was
line.
showed marked attention. During the
smoker at the St. Regis, Mayor
Sweeney of El Paso, sent a note to
Director Ellis requesting the rendition of "My Old Kentucky Home,"
which is one of the band's best
pieces.
The applause at the end of
the first rendition was so enthusiastic
and insistent that It had to be played
over again. Sunday afternoon
the
band boys were the guests of Oov-erntrip
Curry in an uutomohllH
about tho city. The Y. M. C. A.
building was one of tho places visited
Snyder of the
and Superintendent
building, broke over the Sunday rules
and opened the plunge buths for tho
hoys for an hour.
During the trip the bnnd played
at every stop and between stations remained In the front car in its reservations.
Mr. NetT, of the Porter and Xeff
company, was declared the ollleial
photographer of the excursion party.
He was provided with the finest view
camera manufactured and took several views in nearly all the towns
visited. if there Is any booster or
other person who failed to place an
order, these pictures may be had at
Porter & Neff's studio, L'l'O West
(Jold uvtnue.
The Resolution.
Following are the
resolutions
adopted by the trade boosters yesterday:
At a muss meeting of the members
tf the second annual Albuquerque
trade excursion, held at Molnto.s'i,
X. M.. April 20, the fullowing resolutions were adopted unanimously and
by acclamation:
Itesolved, that the members of the.
excursion extend their thanks and ap
pieciution to all the officials and em
ploy.-of the Santa Fe Hail w ay com
puny, the Pullman
company, the
Eastern Hallway of New Mexico, and
the New Mexico Central
Huilroud
company for their uniformly courte
ous and prompt attention, good ser
vice and accommodations. It is fur
ther
Itesolved, that the members of the
excursion realize the numerous difficulties which confront the operating
of a train such as we have made the
trip on. and desire to say that thoee
who bad it in charge are deserving
of the highest praise for the success-fu- l
manlier In which they have main
tained the schedule. It Is further
Resolved, that this meeting tender
a vote of thanks, grutitude and ap
preciation to the following gentlemen
who have been with us on the trip:
To Mr. William P. Caraide, Santa
fe traveling passenger agent. Mr.
(iaiside has had the entire responsibility nf the operating department of
the train upon his shoulders since the
train left Albuquerque. That he his
succeeded in his attempt to give the
members of the excursion the jest
possible service goes without Baying
and he Is to be complimented uad
thanked for his untiring efforts.
To Mr. K. D. Davis, superintendent
of the Pullman company. The service
rendered by the Pullman company
has been excellent thanks to careful
arrangement
made and accommoda
tions provided by Mr. Davis.
To Mr. Daniel W. Orr, assistant superintendent of the dllo (Jrande divi
sion, to whom we desire to render
tcanks fur many courtesies extended
in giving our train right of way over
other traiiiw, thus maintaining the set
schedule; and for various other ac
commodations.
To Mr. K. H. Brown. Pullman dining car conductor.
Mr. Drown has
reason i, be proud of the success he
lias achieved in
looking after the
want- - of tiie Inner man. The service
has been excilbnt and speaka volumes for the clever manner In which
Conductor lirown took care of his
part of th.i work on the train.
To Mr. A. J. Miller, Pullman train
first-clas-

Fiank

MoKee,

H. C. llfel'd. D. Wein-

man, Hoy McDonald. C. E. Lukens.
P. Hanley, W. D. Anderson. L. Overton M. P. Kelly, H. S. Lithgow, W.
A. Keleher.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

ENDED TODAY

St. Louis Metals.
April 21. Lead,
epelter, higher, $3.

St. Louis,
S4

.

1

2

la

;

quiet

Wool Market.

Louis, April 21. Wool unchanged. Territory western mediums
i'0'! 24c; tine mediums 18 W 22c; line
St.

12 'ii ISc.

Money.
New York, April 21.

Prime paper
3 Vi rti 4 per cent;
bar silver 51c;
Mexican dollars, 4 4c; lead, eteady,
$ 1.20-14.25; copper, dull, 12TSW13C;
silver. ilTsC.'
Amalgamated
Atchison

Mocks.

MONTEZUMA

WITH

DEPOSITS

THE.

of COMMERCE
BANK
OP iLBDQDERQUE,
M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts
N- -

CAPITAL, S150.000
Or rICE9 S AND DIRECTOR
SOLOMON LUNA, President

W S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier

William Mcintosh.

J. C.

A. M. Black we

O. E. Cromwell

I,

Baldride

n

4aa4
KELLY

4oao

GROSS

& COMPANY

5

INCORfORA TED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Vi

Albuquerque and Las Vegas
www

M

.

e

-
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CITIZZH WANT ADS PAY
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RENT A ROOM
can secure you a desirable tenant at small cost. We
will run a
ad
One time for 25c
We

3-li- ne

Three times for 35c
Six times for 50c

nt

e

r rv

-

When the bills come in and
you find it hard to make ends

Ar-mi- jo

il

w

Don t Worry

(Si1

I'oiir-iii-llao-

SAYINGS

ON

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

4.

;

ALLOWED

NTEREST
For a second time within cignt
months Jack Donohue has withstood
the ord' ai of a trial upon which his
Hie or further curtailment
of bis
freedom depends, with the same quiet
composure that he sat through th
nrsi trial last September. The verdict will be known probably tomorrow. The attorneys were engaged In
making their final arguments this af
ternoon and at 3 o'clock It wua ex
pected that tiny would finish by 4
o'clock. The Instructions the court
will give the Jury will be of consider
an
aoie length, probably requiring
hcur. Older these circumstances tho
fate of Donahue will be entrusted to
the Jury at 5 o'clock or possibly a
little later. The result will be await
ed with interest.
The largest crowd since the opening of the trial was present tills uf- t rnoon.
Donahue, a butcher by trade, and
the son of Mrs. Agness Donahue,
widow living at 1115 Soutii Second
street, is cbuigeil with killing a na
tive, Justiniano Chaves, by name, of
old Albuqut rquo. by shooting. The
killing toon, place ut a resort known
as tne Summer Caiden In the
outskirts of the city at l:3f
o clock t.ie morning of June 17. 190S.
(.has. Webb, a well known character
of the city, was proprietor of th
piueo at the time.
The killing was
the outcome of a drunken carousai
engaged in by a number of young
iion, some of them prominent in tin
city.
According to the testimony at the
present trial, Chaves, the man killed
and two other native boys, Martin
tlaicia and Ambrosia Peren, had been
a', the wake of a man named Servan- tes. who died the day previous. The
body of Servantes was in a house
r.ear the American Lumber company

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

Judge Expected lo Complete
Instructions and GIvo
Case to Jury
Tonight.

In returning to their homes in Old
Albuquerque
trom
the Servani.es
pfd
house, they had to pass the Summer
New York Central . .
129' Garden .and thiy stopped there 1'or
Southern Pacific
119W drinks. It was the day after pay day
186
I'nion Pacltic
at the lumber mills, where the young
51
United States Steel ..
men were employed and they had
114
Pfd
been drinking freely. At the Sum
mer caruen tney met and were
tntlii unci Provisions.
drinking with E. J. Haines, a deputy
Chicago, April 21. Close;
L nited
States marshal, and several
Wheat May $1.25; July $1.13 ft young
men from the city. An argu
.) i
1.14.
ment was started and beer glasses
Corn May lU; July 69WA..
were thrown. Webb, the proprietor,
oats May 56'; July
came from behind the bar with a
Pork May $18.10; July $18.124. stick and
ran the natives out of the
Ijird May $10.37; July $10.50. saloon.
July
$9.60y 9.62 Vi ;
it lbs May
Haines and the others
followed.
Vi
$H.72'i.
While giving one of the native boyj
a hat, which had been left in th
Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, April 21. Cattle re- house, Haines was struck with a
ceipts 7,000. including 00 southerns, stone and knocked unconscious. The
steady to ten lower. Native steers $5 back of his head and his face were
bruised and cut. Justinano Cha4i6.r5; southern
steers $4.80 6.10; both
southern cows,, $2.75 ft 5.00;
native vez, who is believed to have struck
cows and heifers $3 6.25; tdockers Haines, was shot and died instantly.
two native boys, who were
and feeders $4
bulls $3.70 'if The other
far away at the time of the shoot5 50;
calves $ 3.50 6.50 ; western not
ste. rs $5'i 6.35; western cows $3.75 ing, say thnt Donahue shot Chaves,
and he was arrested by .Sheriff
'it 5; 50.
within a half hour after the
Hogs, 11.000. Strong. Bulk of gales
6.S0fi 7.20; heavy $7W7.75; packers j shooting.
At a preliminary hearing held by
and butchers $8.90 r 7.25; light $6.60
Judge Homero, Justice of the peaou
7.05; pig $5.50ii 6.25.
Sheep, 8,000. Steady 10c, lower. ot Old Albuquerque, who also held
Muttons $5.25i6.50; lambs $6.50t an inquest over the body cf Chaves,
w ethers
8;
yearlings
$4.75 tr 7.40, Donahue was bound over to the grand
jury without bond. The grand Jury
ewes $3.75 f(i 6.00.
found an indictment charging murder in the tlrst degree, and a trial
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April 21. Cuttle, 17,000 held during the September term of
10c. lower. Ueeves $4.70
6.90 Texas court last year resulted In a disagree-mtby the Jury.
steers $4.50 'U5.65;
western steers
F. W. Clancy, then district attor
$4.40ct5.65; etockers
and feeders ney.
prosecuted that trial unassisted.
$3.40'ri5.50; cows and heifers $2i?
Judge Abbott refused Donahue bail
5.90; calves $4.255.50.
Hogs, 20,000. Strong. Light. $6. SO after the first trial but after several
' i.2.;
mixed $6.90 (it 7.35; heavy months' Imprisonment, his attorneys
SCOO'if 7.40; rough $6.90'j7.10; pUs secured bis freedom on a habeas corpus proceedings brought before an as$5.7C 6.60.
Sheep, 15,000; 5c to 10e lower. Na- sociate Justice of the supreme court,
tive $3,6046.00; western
$3.60fci6; giving $10,000 bonds. Originally Donyet.rlings $6'!('7.10; lambs $5.40( 3; ahue employed W. C. Ileacock to defend him. Then the law firm of Med-!e- r
western lambs $5. 40 'a 8.
& Wilkerson was brought Into tho
case. Since the; Jlrst trial V. W. ClanWill Kight, While Plague.
Springfield, 111., April 21. T.ie cy has been succeeded by Geo. W.
forces that are doing battle against Kiock as district attorney, and the
relatives of Justiniano Chaves emtuberculosis have received
ployed Attorney Elfego Haca to aist
in the shape of the State Fedavo
eration of Labor, which has decided In the prosecution. Both sldi
to cooperate actively In the tight to fought every inch of the way through
no
the
point
trial and
of favor for
stamp out the disease. Literature
dealing with occupational
disease, cither side has gone before the Jury
particularly with tuberculosis, Is to without tho bitterest resistance.
Hecause of the notoriety the caii
be distributed
among the 500.000
trades unionists in Illinois. It will was given at the previous trial and
t:ive full Information concerning the the prominence of the principals, u
symptoms of the disease and the work Jury was secured with considerable
difficulty. The original panel of 24
that the cit.ite and the various mu- Jurymen
only netted three eligibles. A
nicipalities are doing to eradicate it.
arid will cull especial attention to special venire of 40 men produced
t.ie free services the state Is render- only eight eligibles and a second
ing In the crusade to wipe the plague special venire was exhausted before
the Jury box was tilled, and then not
out.
until after the defense had exhausted
all of its challenges and the prosA 9125.000 miuj:.
The ikons in the Cathedral of the ecution all but one.
Several new witnesses were IntroAssumption In tha Kremlin at Moscow
are immensely valuable. They yleld"d duced at the second trial, who did
about 6 tons of silver and 6 hundred not testify at the first, but the prosweight of gold to the French soldiery ecution failed to introduce the gun
In 1812, but
tills treasure was re- with which Donahue is alleged to
covered by the Cossacks, who in thlr have shot Chaves. A feature of the
gratitude, presented to the cathedral trial was the testimony of a deputy
weighing
900 sheriff to the effect that ull of the
a silver chandelier
pounds. The Jewela with which the principals Donahue, Webb,
UarcU
ikonostas is adorned are valued at and Peiea were drunk when he saw
$125,000.
This is a Hible so largo them immediately after the shoot-- 1
that two men are needed to life it and ing. A stone with which Chaves is
it is studded with gold and emerils alleged to have struck Haines
was
an other stones. A sober estimate exhibited, and the bloody clothes
of the weight of gol used in
the taken from Chaves' body lay under
church alone place it at 106 hundred a table In the court room during a
weight. Harper's Weekly.
larse part of the trial In view of the
y.
Ties is'i IlriiJamJn jui
The defense introduced evidence In
Pros.
tii ffort to prove that Donahue was
See Hoscnald'a new window display In the saloon when the shots were
Oxfords fired. The defense also attempted to
of Packard and Excellslor
for men. They are handsome styles show thnt whoever shot Chaves shot
or In tho
Iilni cither in
and moderately priced.
107
104
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conductor, for tho clever manner in
which he has handled the sleeping accommodations on the cars. His work
speaks of good organization
among
his assistant's and Is worthy of special mention.
To Dave Anderson, train conductor;
Engineer Ed. xpnder and to their assistants of the Itio Mrande division.
The hearty thanks of the entire party Is due for their efficient work in
handling the train over their divisThey were responsible for the
ion.
ej.fcty of the members of the excursion for over 700 miles. The carefulness and dispatch with which they
operated the train was one of the features of the trip and it Is desired to
thank them for their painstaking and
conscientious work.
And last but not li nt
Lcarnurd
and Llndc matin's Hoys' band. Albuquerque has good cause to be proud
of this clever aggregation of youthful musicians. The music rendered by
the hand was all that could be desired. The little fellows have made a
lig hit from start to linih and have
made for themselves:
a reputation
w Ith
the people of the territory
j through
which the excursion travelled that will live for many a day.
Thanks itre due In an especial manner
to Fred K. Ellis, leader of the band
witn
for the willingness to
the members of excursion In every
way. and to act upon any roiggeslion
ll'inle without (JUestion.
E. A. Kimble, II. O. Hrooks, E. W.
Fee. C. H. tileckb r, L. M. Fee. Albert
Soell, Wallace Hcsseldeli. H. B. tsher-maJ. Porter Jones, A. H. Hilton,
M.
O. Martin. (. A. Matson. M. I
Stern W. J. Johnson, Leon Hertzog,

BOOSTERS REACH HOME

AMUSEMENTS

CITIZEN.

The Citizen

r

PHONE YOUR WANTS.

defense of Haines, who was lying in
the road unconscious when Chaves
was shot. Haines did not recover
from the blow he received on the
head until after he had been moved
into the saloon. He testified that he
did not know that Chaves had' been
shot although he was lying within a
few feet of where Chaves fell. Don
ahue, while he has not taken the wlt- I'ess stand, has maintained that he is
in nocent.
KOMWCK
A

peasant

OF 1IISTOKY

girl called

half-witte-

d

did promise to defeat the victors of
Agincourt, and did It. It ought to
be a fact. A poet and a poetess did
fall in love and eloped secretely to a
e
tunny clime. It is obviously a
novel; but It happened. Nelson did die In the act of winning the
three-volum-

Disraeli did say, "The time will come
when you shall hear me."
The heroic is a fact, even when it
Is a fact of coincidence r of miracle;
and a fact is a thing which can tie
admitted without being explained
O. K. Chesterton In London News.
.SPANISH

K AILKOAI) TKAIXS

The Spanish train averages possibly
miles an hour to allow one to
make time exposures of the scenery,
perhaps. It makes frequent and long
waits. At every station the guards
run up and down, shouting the name
of the town and the number of minutes for each stop. At every etatlon
also the two military guards,
accompany each train, descend who
and
walk around the cars, looking to see
that no robbers are concealed. As
there la at least one stop an hour
these guards get some exercise before
the day is over. They say this custom
was adopted to drive away and brigands who might be concealed in or
unucr ine tram, and that it has been
successful. These military guards are
very fine looking men, and wear an
impressive uniform. We saw more
than one black-eye- d
senoriia innir
approvingly after them as they passed
by. Outing Magazine.
20

in.) battle that could change the
world. It Is a grossly improbable
coincidence, but it is too late to alter
Napoleon did win
it now.
the
battle of Austerlitz. It is unnatural'
but It is not my fault. When the
general who had surrendered a re- publican town saying, easily, " have'
done everything,"
Hobespierre did
ask. with an air of Inquiry. "Are
you
dead?"
When Hobespierre!
coughed, in his cold harangue. clar- nler did say, "The blood of Danton
Printers and others
!
fhokes you." Strafford did say ot his the printing traaea will interested
b
own desertion of Parliament, "If I do to learn that they can aecurlaterested
Init, may my life and death be set on land Printer of O. J. Kraemer, th
at Tie
a hill for all men to wonder at," Cltlxen office.
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REAPPOINT TEACHERS

ASSURES

CROPS

BIG

i

Go-Ga- ri

Liquor Company

Copper and Third

Vacancies fronted by llrslanatlon of
ami Two Faculty Mom
bwsj Jlnvo Not IkH-Fillcil.
The regents of the University last
nisht failed to make appointments
filling the vncanrles made in the recent shakeup in the faculty, but it Is
understood that there were a large
number of applications for each position and that some of them may be
accepted In the near future.
There were a large number of applications fur the presidency
made
vacant by the resignation of Ir. W.
i. Tight. These were not made public but It Is known that educators of
wide reputation and ability from various purts of the United states are
applicants for the position. There is
no truth in the story circulated to the
effect that Itev. Fletcher Cook, rector
is
of St. John's Episcopal church,
among the applicants
Itev. Cook
said today that he had never been an
applicant for such a position.
The chairs of ancient languages and
elocution and oratory, the first vacated by I'rof. Rupert Aoplund and
the latter by Prof. John Crum are
sought by a number or awe men, out
the board last night failed to make
uppulntnicnts to either of them. The
matter of giving Student Haldwin,
who wad dismissed some time ago, a
boring, was also postponed. Following are the' appointments made:
C. K. Ititdgin, dean and professor
of education and ngistar.
A. M. Ksplnosa, professor of modern languages.
M. F. "Annell. professor of physics
and mathematics.
J. ,S. Parson, principal of commer
cial department and secretary of fac
ulty.
Ethel A. Hickey. professor of Engt

n

Imported and Domestic Goods
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Oallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited.
Agent for San Antonio Lime.

Kysww

Always

1

Prices R;kM.

Fresh.

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

PHONE 1029

v

CUBUS
mnd

tartar powder. Its fame
is world-widNoalum,
no phosphatic acid.

Gold

HOME COOKING

e.

excellent Service
a

There is never a ques
tion as to the absolute
purity and healthful-nes- s
of the food it raises.

Particular neop.e have been
pleased with Columbus Meals for
many yean. Have you tried them?

WHITE HOUSE

RESTAURANT I
709S.

rirt

St.

t

MEALS

X

Come In the eating

LUNCHES

AND

'

I

VjL

i

rnrni

1FSII

POSITIVELY LAST

fine

Fancy Price

5 Mo

67

CALL

FOIL TAX

FOR

Hero
Nuyloit, Acting Willi Authority
or Kvhoul Hoard, Will lUgin
Pruuof-utlonMonday.

flora

III

We Have

Secretary Thomas J. Naylon, of tho
board of education, saye that he will
That Spring Suit, Hat, Shoes, begin the prosecution of the delin
Shirts, Ties, and everything In the quent poll tax payors next Monday.
While the amount puid in so far for
wearable line.
poll tax is in excess of that of last
Men's well made, stylish Suits
year, there are still a great many
110, $12.60 and $15.
who have not as yet made the requir
Boys' Suits $2.60 to 14.
ed payment, and these will be proseMEN'S DRESS SHOES.
Well made, good wearing Shoes, cuted to the fullest extent of the law.
At a recent meeting of the board of
per pair, 12. BO. $3, $3. BO and $4.
Men's Work Shoes, $1.60, $2 and education, Mr. Naylon was authorized
to act for the board in tho prosecuSt. GO.
tion and a final Hat of the delinBOYS' SHOES.
quents Is now being arranged by Mr.
Sizes iV, to 5H J1.85 to S2.50.
Naylon.
Sizes 12 to 2 $1.26 to $2.26.
Sizes 8 to 11 90c to $1.86.
See I. n. Ooi, the plumber, for irar
SPBCJAZ. SALE OP MEN'S HOSE.
den boee. .All grade and prices, from
12 dozen Men's Hose, regular 12
$5 to $8. Garden boae repairing. 70f
quality, S pairs for 26c.
10 dozen Men's black Hose, per West Central, Phone 1020.
pair, Ic.

CASH

BUYERS' UNlOb

m Nertb
WM. DOLDE.

Dairv Farm t

Prap.

Bargain

CXXXXXXX3CXXX)OOCjOCXXXXXXXXX,

DID YOU KNOW

t
j

and
We Invite comparison
always pleased to show
goods.
Come in and get acquainted, for if you are in need
Furniture,
in
of anything
Stoves, Carpets or Housefur-ntshlng- s,
we can save you
money.

are

Price

half cash.

J. Borradaile

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.
Phone

$3,000,

X

Agent.

Third and Gold.

114 W. Got

C04.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Highland Livery
HAMBROOK BROS.

U

US Job
Phone BM.
Beat driven
Up to date turn-out- s.
In the city. Proprietor of "Sadie,"
the picnle wagon.

M.

Ktada of rreafa and Bmi Meet.
Mean Sauaare Ftctory.

IVIIi KliETNWORT
.Moale BaOdlac. North Thlr4

ItrM,

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

W.

and Mules

boaft

baat4.

TURNOUTS IN

BES1

CITY

TTTw

mod d Street between Ceatiat ea
Oovsar Ave.

u y

ED. FOURNELLE

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing
Phone

:

Shop

to

Resideoce KJ

106ft;

Ship Corner Foortn

X

Attended

Promptly

St

ALBUQUERQUE,

and Copper Ate.

4
T

a

J

I

K. U.

J
Lone

Star 6oo(& Shoe Shop

Oar efieclally

Is

maklir

eowboy

First claaa
rorJi-oarepairing.
so'e leatlier
aed. Twenty years' experience. I aut
maater of the trade. Give as a trial.
Work called for and delivered.
bauiA

and

Phone 813.

lkt

sIicmm.

s

Irrigation Today.
Claud llutto, In charge of

.

and

i:t

t

For the Youthftil
lo-

-

1

re-in-

i

g,

Heir
in original and novel
designs are among
lately arrived goods.
We have them in
black, blue, green and
gray, with all "modern improvements"
They range in price

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

one-fourt-

I

A short man can travel as
fast as a giant if he makes
his feet go fanter.
Llkewiso,
short locals
scattered on different pages
will often do the work of a
display ad, and their cost Is
is a mere trifle.
We have many advertls- ,
ers who use th m dally.

a

yfS

or
ever
3J

Do you wish a beautiful lawn or garden
If you do you had better "get
this year?
busy" now or you will never have it.
To start with the right tools is quite as
important as it is to start early.
If you want the right tools at the right
prices call on us.
We have everything for the garden froni
a spade to the hose and lawn mower

J

If you ore ton liu'y, send
for our ad man.

Albu-querou-

4

Com-pUxio-

h.

k

tr

hour, Max.
To It EXT By il
well tourlnur car. Phone, of lice, 102U;

822 W. Central Ave. residence,

ti.

'

'
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From $8.50 to $17.50

RAABE & MAUGER
North First Street

115-11- 7

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

Consolidated Liquor Go.
EVERYTHING. IN OUR LINE
Write for Illustrated
OFFICE
121

AND

Catalog and Price List
SALES ROOM

and 123 North First St.

Phone 138

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to the shingles oa the root, me are aaU
Ing Building Material Cheaper than yoa have bongbl fee
ma ay years. Bave at least M per cent and

BUILD NOW

1

LIVERY, BALE. FEED
TRANSFER STABLE

ori

t'oiupk-tc-

the

125 Acres, U. S. title; 25 Cattle
Jerseys and Durham, 6 fresh 2
and 9 more coming in soon;
good
residence; milk x
house; 2 pumps; all fenced; SO Z
acres in timber; close In

WE SELL IT FOR LESS

Irrigation, laud

Power (Vinpuar

cal otllces of the Southwestei .. Irri-- .
gation. Land and Power comp..
turned last night from Los .
where he had been to look n
the
property of the company. T.
porter for the Citizen this m
Mr. Hutto said:
"In company with John V. S: cnB,
resident engineer, and who is
vising the farm work in gene
I
spent the entire day yesterday rid- !ng over the company's holdings and
Inspecting the first irrigation of the
reason which will be finished by tonight. During the last fifteen days,
Mr. Stevens has had a force of from
ten to fifteen men putting the water
over land which has heretofore been
seeded to wheat and which Is already
In alfalfa.
Conditions for a good
yield this year were never brighter.
(lur alfalfa has a good start and It
will soon be time to make the first
cutting. Our wheat is up and looking as well as could be expected. Our
muin irrigation canal, the Hunlng
ditch, is bank full, but only carrying
h
of the water that
about
runs Into the two headgatcs, the
sluice, or waste gate, diverting the
the
back into
other three-fourtriver. At nightfall the gates to the
ditch are closed down to prevent an 1
are
overflow during the night and
slightly opened again early in the
morning to furnish water for the
day's irrigating.
There is a good
supply of snow In the mountains and
had we our entire four thousand
acres In cultivation, we could very
easily Irrigate by using about one-ha- lf
II
of the water that is at present
lish.
J. H. Clark, professor if chemistry. flowing Into our headgates and still
I
Delia J. Slssler, librarian and in- - the farms below us on our canal
would not suffer for lack of water.
or.
I struct
J. It. Watson, professor of biology. The river Is carrying its usunl amount
LARGER GLASSES IN
D. M. Richards, professor or hist of silt which acts as a fertilizer, and
the deposit of which is really the best
tory.
H. Gibbons, assistant professot part of irrigation.
AIL CITY SCHOOLS
"As is generally the case, after each
in engineering.
Irrigation, there Is a large quantity
H. H. Council, assistant profcsstA
of Mallard, ducks on the lakes in our
(.laduaiion KxcrclMf's Tlilw Year Will In mathematics.
L. II. .Stephan, assistant professor fields which furnish good opportuniKxvl All Former Events by
ties for duck shooting, but these lakes
of Latin and German.
City .SJnxls.
are of very short duration at this
T. It. Overton. Janitor.
Harry F. Lee. clerk of board if time of the year, as the water used
The schools of the city will close
by the first irrigation is soon taken
I oi
events,
the year May 21 and preparations
up by the land."
are being made for the event by all
June Urockway. assistant matron
W. K. Allen, assistant Janitor.
the schools In the city. The graduating classes this year are much
J. Saulsberry, assistant Janitor.
larger than last, there being an inDEDICATE NEW WINDOW
Jay Allen, assistant janitor.
per
in
the
cent
crease of nearly fifty
Kose Harsch, stenographer.
over
of
that
class of the High school
The total salary list for the yeaf
grade also will be $22,371.
AT ST. JOHN'S CHURCH
All of the above
last year. The seventh
of
In
size
the
fhows a material gain
educators and employes are reap
the graduation class and where C5 pointments.
graduated to the eighth grade last
Guild Has iKinateil Handsome Work
year, nearly one hundred form the
of Art In Memory of the Founder
SOCIETY
class this year. All other grades show IMPROVEMENT
f the Church.
a decided gain in numbers of students
I
this
and the traduction exercises
new memorial winbeautiful
The
BEAUTIFY
GROUNDS
WOULD
year promise to surpass those of for
dow for the Si. John's Eplscopul
mer years. The commencement day
church arrived this morning and has
and
program is now being arranged
placed in position imalready
111
near
fu Ak School llourd l AknIhI in Making mediatelybeen
be announced In the
over the pulpit. The acene
ture.
on the window in colors, represents
School Playgrounds Attractive.
the three Marys at tho sepulchre and
is a work of art. The memorial winCOMMITTEES PLAN FUN
Improve dow
A meeting of the Civic
is the gift of the St. John's
ment society wa held this afternoon Guild, an auxiliary of the church, and
in the Central High school building. is in memory of Rev. Henry Horres-te- r,
FOR FIESTA WEEK The matter of erecting frame pagodas
founder of the church, who died
r, tho grounds of the First, Second
about live years ago. A small inand Third ward schools was discussed scription bearing the words "He Is
to Slake at length. It was shown that
KIWs Arc llui--y on
Risen," graces the top of the window,
the Event Next Mouth a Howlsmall structures could be' erected fo while the following
Inscription is at
ing KuocetiH.
from $0 to $25 each and the matter the bottom: "To the Glory of God,
will be placed
before tho school and In Graceful Memory of tho Rev.
A meeting of the general commit
i
board. Vines for the covering
tee of the Elks' Fiesta is being held these pagodas will be supplied free Henry Horrester, Founder of This
on
B.
Sellers
D.
K.
in the offices of
society Church; Horn July 6, 1841; Entered
Improvement
by the Civic
West Oold avenue this afternoon and and are already here and ready for Into Rest September 20, 1904. May
final arrangements for the big lieeta distribution. This Improvement to the Light Perpetual Shine Upon Him."
Special services will be held in the
are being planned. It was decided to school grounds would be a most athave a parade at noon of the open- tractive one and the society is more church Sunday morning, beginning at
ing day to be partaken in by all Elks than anxious that the school board 11 o'clock at which time the window
in the city, including performers and trant its request and
the will bo unveiled, followed by a prayer
furnish
The
committees in charge. A meeting of small amount necessary for their of dedication and consecration.
choir will render a repetition of the
the ireneral supper committee has construction.
song service for this occasion
been called for Friday afternoon at
It was also shown at tho meeting Easter
3 o"clock at the residence of Mrs. M
nearly four thous- and Rev. Fletcher Cook will deliver
that
this
afternoon
L. Stern at wnich time plans for fur
and packages of flower seeds have an address on "The Isles Shall Walt
nishing euppers each evening of thj already been distributed among the for His Law."
titsta will be formulated. Other com pupils of the city schools this season
n.ittees are holding their meeting to be planted by them for the purand while they refuse to divulge their pose of beautifying their yards as CHANGE PROGRAM OF
plans to the general public, it is un- well as in preparation for the annual
derstood that they are planning many flower exhibit which will be held
CHURCH CONFERENCE
unique features for fiesta week.
during the summer months. The folappointed
to
were
lowing
committees
line lira n.
superintend the work of planting on
four lira n. ,
Many lel'gaCH Here to Attend Ow
the school grounds:
mixed.
l ino and OoarM-Meeting of Methodist and lHscufeg
Mrs. MeClurkln, Mre.
Ward:
Firwt
Shorts.
I Ut.ul ih of Work.
Hayden, Mrs. Hyde.
per
42
MeuL
wnt
Onion
Mrs. Iloldt, Mrs.
Second
Ward:
a
grcul
About forty clergymen and deleprotein fed with bran; it's
.Shupe, Mrs. liryce.
gates
from all parts of New Mexico
producer of milk.
Mrs.
Hurke,
ward: Mrs.
Third
attending
K. W. PEP,
the district conference
are
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ers, leaving town tomorrow. He will
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DEFEAT SOCORRO deliver an address this evening
8 wept Over Niagara.
of tomorrow evening, as anThis terrible calamity often hapnounced previously. The Indian school
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pionship.
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For
QUARTER MAS- inning t!ie result of the game hung
OFFICE CHIEF
Farmers mechanics. railroaders, c
TER. Denver, .Colo., April 20. 1909. in the balance. In the lat half of the
on Dr. Thomas' Eclec-triSealed proposals in triplicate will be seventh, however, the miners fell onto laborers
Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts,
received here and at office of the Zingcrly heavily, pushing nine runs
quartermaster at each pot below across the plate. The liru works con- burns or bruises at once. Bain cannot
named, until 11 a. m . May 20, 190.1. tinued In the eighth and four more iay where it is used.
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With First of Big Defense Guns on
Hand Hawaii Begins to Feel Secure
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Immense Amount of Frdght
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Railroads.
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Honolulu, Hawaii, April 21. Two
coast defence rifles
have Just been unloaded here, und
re now being mounted on the new
fortification works at the entrance of
Pearl Harbor. They nre of the latent
type of disappearing
gun, each
weighing
tons, and will
form an important unit to the extensive system of defenses for the Island
which are now under way.
The work of lifting
groat
the
weapons from the hull of the barge
In which they were towed from San
Francisco, occupied three weeks.
Just east of Honolulu and on the
la ml ward side of tho extinct crater

great

fifty-seve-

n

NAVAL OFFICERS

W

F PKAtlL HA II

"tie of Diamond

11' ad. the 'nig morwhich
been in
process of construction for over a
year, are now practically completed.
Here eight
mortars are
mounted In two batteries and sweep
the approach to Honolulu from the
east and from the south. The army
engineers are at present running two
large tunnel through the rim of the
crater, one on the land side and til.!
other on tin- seaward side. The?
tunnels will give easy access to the
floor of the crater, which is some 20
acres In extent, comparatively level,
and surrounded by almost vertical
clIITs from 50 to 200 feet high. The
fortification are practically conceal- -

tar batteries

noon to be Interviewed on the

ANSWER

Committee Met and Discussed
Plans to Improve Navy
Without Consent of
Department.
Philadelphia. April 21. Something
so closely approaching
Insubordination has broken out at the Philadelphia navy yard among the active officers, who have served and are serving on the ships of the fleet, that the
official wires between the navy department at Washington and the
Philadelphia navy yard are kept hot
with dispatches summoning league island officers to Washington. Courts
martial for nine officers are talked
Uf.

The climax of the defection came

last week, when a report reached the
secretary of the navy, Oeorge von L
Meyer, as a message from a secret
meeting on board the United States

steamship Panther, at League Island,
March 2a. The meeting, which was
participated in by nine officers, must
have dealt hot shot for the persona
responsible for the present state of
affairs in the navy.
The officers at the meeting were
all widely known in the service and
hitherto have been regarded as the
most circumspect disciplinarians
In
the navy. They are: Captain Alb.-r- t
Q. Kerry, chairman of the committee; Commander B. C. Hryan. treasurer; Lieutenant Commander J. S.
MeLain, Lieutenant Commander
N.
C. Twining, secretary;
Lieutenant
Commander U. 1). Hasbrouck. Lieutenant E. H. Delaney. Lieutenant O.
W. Steele. Jr., Knsign it. T. Dyer and
Midshipman W. S. Farber. Admlrr.l
Pendleton, who was absent from the
yard when the meeting
held, is
quoted as saying he regrets that he
had not the opportunity to take part
tn the action. He declined tills after
w--

C"..'i..,:y,v,
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Do You Think Uncle Sam's
Whiskey Test the Best?
Here Is everything that your Uncle Sam requires of whiskey before be
will place the little green stamp over the cork of the bottle;
That it pass the test of theU. S. pauper as coming up to the governmental
standard of purity, being straight, loO proof, full measure and aged at
least tour years. Mere is tne famous icuar rtroog lest:
IV t only must all the requirements of Uncle Sara
ful

1

but there must be quality supreme, a woneler-- v
r, delicacy, smoothness, individuality. It
6 aged six to eight years.
choicest selected gruias and purest spring

,

'.iid.

Wm. H. McBrayer'a

Bottled in Bond

boh,

just uxloajkd

AT HON- -

ed from the sea by the bulk of the
crater.
Midway between
the Diamond
Head batteries and the works at the
entrance to I'earl Harbor, 11 miles
to the, westward, army engineers are
busy with the foundations that will
support
rifles. This fortification is on the sea beach known
as Walkikl.
A company of the Engineer Cor;wi
lh also engaged in mapping the.
island
of Oahu (on which Honolulu Is situated), and laying out plans for defenses which will guard the ,ity from
the rear.
Honolulu is beginning to feel secure.
h

matter and "advantage,

Immediately after the meeting t.ie
pamphlet was printed and a copy was
to .secretary Meyer in Washingsni
ton, with tne request that It might be
circulated among the officers of the
l:ne. The pamphlet Immediately was
suppressed and every available copy
ias at once sent to Washington under orders from .Secretary Meyer.
1 he officers, speaking
through
the
circular, says:
The officers stationed at the Philadelphia navy yard and attached to
the ships at that
held a ineet-iii- g
on board the panther, March 23,
liton, to discuss the conditions now
existing at that and other navy yards
with respect to organization and administration and to determine whether or not it would be practicable, in
a manner consistent with military
discipline, to secure an exchange of
views among the scattered officers
of tho service to the end that, In
case of a favorable opportunity rising, the crystallized opinion of the
service at large might be presented
to the department.
This committee,
named at the
meeting and for the purpose afore
said, does not consider itself empowered to respect the service at large.
but deems it proper to lay before all
officers certain Information now In
its possession and to suggest plans for
further action. Its purpose is to act
a.i a temporary executive committee
of the proposed
association
until
such time as the association shall
have been formed and regularly elect
ed officers and committees shall have
been assigned their functions. The
committee believes that after an organization is effected the broad r
subject of naval administration
In
general should be made the subjevt
of earnest study by Its members.
So long as the bureau system of
administration of the navy department exists there should be at each
navy yard an officer of the same
corps as the bureau chief or an officer of the line charged with the direction and Inspection of work done
by or for that bureau. All these heads
of departments should be
In authority and should be subject to
a common superior, an officer of the
lire known as the executive, who
should be immediate manager of the
n echanical department. The office of
captain of the yard should be abolished, its functions to devolve upon the
executive.
At this point the pamphlet takes a
leap Into the field of criticism. On
. ppesite
pages appear two headings:
'Disadvantages of the present plan"
(

TO CHARGES
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New York. Apiil 21. Traffic
be
tween the eastern and western coasts
of the United States by way of isth
mus railways and steamship
lln
$,",0, 000. 000
amounted to practically
in value in 1908, a marked increase
over any earlier year.
railway
Tim
lines iviw carry
freights across the nnrrow neck of
land connecting North and South
America; one at the Isthmus of Panama, the other at the Isthmus of
One of these railways,
that of Panama, Is forty miles in
length; the other, at Tehuntepec. 190
miles. The one at I'anama. owned
by
the government. Is. of course,
largely devoted to work and traffic
growing out of the eonstructiun
of
tho Panama canal; the one at
constructed chiefly with
Krltlsh copital and controlled in part
at least by the Mexican government,
Is built especially for the purpose of
handling freights between the Atlantic and Pacific, and, although opened only at the beginning of 190". carried during 1907 and 1908 between
160,000.000 and $70,000,000 worth of
merchandise passing between the Atlantic and Pacific ports of the I'nlted
States.
These figures relating to this comparatively new truffle route hi tween
tho eastern and western ports of the
from
United States, are compiled
reports rece ived by the bureau of statistics of the department of commerce and latior. They show that the
Tehttiintepec railway which crosses
the Isthmus at Tebauntepec In the
southern part of Mexico, carrying th'e
freights received from the steamship
lines plying between the great ports
of the Unlted States nnd its eastern
and western terminal, carried In the
first year of Its operation 1907 beand $30,000,000
tween $25,000,000
worth of merchandise; and In the
second year 1908 nearly $38,000.-00- 0
worth. The Panama railroad engaged chiefly as above suggested in
work on behalf of the Panama canal,

'Ml
A?--

m

of the proposed
plui:." Paralleled in full raced type
are the two forms of navy government, that under which the officers
are serving now nnrl one tv, nin
otfeers of the. secret meeting ahoird
i.ie ranther consider an inliniuly
Outer arrangement.
ROOSEVELT

CAPFURES
LION IN PICTURES!

Though KoOMcvflt Hasur Jtrgmi His
jiiiiii, uie .mouoii I id nre jicu
Have Horn iuy.
Chicago, April 21. Theodore Roos
evelt hasn't landed in Africa yet, but
an enterprising Chicago moving pic-- ; tarried in 1907 about $12,000,000
originating in
ture rirm already haa films showing worth of merchandise
States
and
bound, either
United
the
the
capturing u lion in
the Jungles. The films will be used for other ports f this country or for
in Jlce-cetheatres throughout the foreign countries, and in 1908 about
country as soon as the cables from $9,500,000 worth.
by
Of the merchandise crossing
.Mombasa bring news of Mr. Itoose- way of the Panama railway, $8,500,-00- 0
vtlt'e entrance into the tunnies.
worth moved from the Atlantic
The films were made yesterday.
There were numerous palms, cane- - to the Pacific, and only a little over
brakes, trees and a quantity of brush $1,000,000 worth from the Pacific to
and gra.ss. also canvas mountains and the Atlantic. Of the $ 8.500,000 crosslarge, overhanging pasteboard rocks ing from the Atlantic Bide to the Paand boulder. It may be said that cific const by the Panama line,
was destined to the western
there were even real Africans they
ut least were at some time or other ports of the United States, and
to foreign countries located
descended from Africans, and witli
the addition of nose rings, earrings, upon the Pacific coast of North and
puint und hair and the removal of South America, a little over $1,000.-00- 0
going to Kcuador; nearly $1,000,-00the greater part of their clothing, they
to Peru; nearly $1,000,000 to Salcarried one almost to Africa Itself.
Then there was a real, live lion. Ity vador; $750,000 to I'anama; nearly
several hours' training, just before $500,000 each to Honduras and Nicthe time net for the performance, the aragua; $333,000 each to Colombia
Of
lion had been brought to such u point and the western coast of Mexico.
that he really Jumped around, und he the $2,750,000 from the eastern coast
might have attacked a man if the by way of Panama, practically all
notion had occurred to him. Mr.
at New York and nearly all
d
Koosevelt also was there with a band was sent to San Francisco. The
of hunters in regular hunters' outfits,
merchandise passing through
Teddy" so nearly resembled the or Panama amounted to a little more
iginal that In a photograph even his than $1,000,000 and was shipped exclosest friends might be misled.
clusively from San Francisco, all of
The lion capturing business as por it to New York city.
trayed yesterday is a series of scenes, j The business of the Tchauntcpee
First, the party Is on the track; then line, although much larger in Its
they have traced the lion to the edge value than that of the Panama route,
to
of a precipice; hurriedly, a trip is was confined almost exclusively
sit; an innocent little goat Is bound business between tho eastern and
by its feet to a small rock overhang- j western ports of the United States,
It: g the precipice; the lion is let into Including, however, in this term the
the scene and, after rambling through Hawaiian Islands, which are now a
the canebrakes a few moments, ha customs district of the United States.
and runs forward, pre Of the nearly $38,000,000 worth of
"paringthetogoat
leap for his prey.
merchandise passing over the Te- Alas, he dots not look before he hauntepee line in 1908, n little over
,
...
haps and he falls into the pit ln-- ; $2 .liou.uuu- worm
moveu irm .
stantly the band of hunters and na- end, destined for ports on
tives bound into the scene and by a the eastern coast of the I'nlted States,
Is
few quick movement
ti,e lion
and $16,600,000 worth moved from
fi reed into a small cage.
The cage' the eastern end, destined for Pacific
Inclosing tho furious beast the fury ports. Of the $21,000,000 worth of
being obtained by annoying the cap-- ! merchandise, received at the Pacific
tive Is drawn out of the pit and
road
of the Tehauntepee
then there is a general jollification and terminus
$17,750,000
eastwnrdly,
exchange of congratulations. The ex- -j and moved
was from Hawaii, hclng alpresident and the village chieftain worth
sugar; while beexclusively
most
lasp hands as the end of the film is
and $4,000,000
$3,000,000
tween
reached.
worth originated on the Pacific coast,
chiefly at San Francisco, being comHow's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- posed of miscellaneous merchandise.
worth passing
ward for any case of catarrh that Of the $1,B00.000
Tehauntepee
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh westwardly over wasthesent to ports on
Cure.
F. J. CHK.NET & CO., line, $14,250,000coast
San Francisco,
Toledo, Ohio. the Pacific
Port Townsend
We, the undersigned have known San Diego and
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, nnd $2,250,000 worth to Hawaii. are
New York and San Francisco
and believe him perfectly honorable
chief centers for this ocean and
the
in all business
and
transactions
traffic between tho
financially able to carry out any obeastern and western coasts of the
ligations made by his Arm.
United States. ' Of the $2,750,000
WALDINC1, KIN NAN & MARVIN,
passing
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. worth of domesticthe trntllc
line,
I'anama
Hall's catarrh cure Is taken In- westwardly over originated
at New'
ternally, acting directly upon the practically all$2,500,000 worth
of It
and
blood and mucous surface
of the York
Of the
system. Testimonials sent free. Price went to San Francisco.
worth destined fir foreign
(i cents per bottle. Suld by all drug-listcountries on the Pacific frontage of
North, Central and South America,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
at
practically all originated
city. Of the $16,500,000 worth
over the TeAny part or all or the first Beor ef passing westwardly
He Luna and Strlckler
building 1 hauntepee line practically all origcw ready for occupancy and will be inated at New York. Of the
worth of sugar (rem Hawaii
to responsible parties. Any
iterations denlred will be made to crossing the Tehauntepee line for the
Jit tenants. Total floor apace, 1J,-V- 0 Atlantic front, pructically all went
square feet. Basement same di- tei .the refineries of Philadelphia and
mensions.
Steam heat and all other New York, chiefly the latter. Of the
modern improvements. Apply W. & neartjt $3,500,000 worth of miscellaneous merchandise passing over the
r!cklr.
0
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TO SELL

AnythingQuickly
You can learn who will pay good prices
for the things you have to sell, at no
ex-pzns-

except for the cost of a Citizen. It's
easy profitable and more dignified than
the "for sale" sign way only a few people will notice the si?n, and they may not
be interested in what you have to sdl.
Not only can you find a ready buyer for
single articles, but stores, houses and real
estate can be sold if you patronize the Citizen Want Ad Columns

Read Citizen Want Ads Every Day

western coast ports to those of tho
by way of the Tehaunte pee line,
$3,000,000 worth originated at San
Francisco and about $3,000,000 worth
Was desti.itd for New York.
new freight
The comparatively
route between the) eastern and western coasts of the United States, In
which the railway lines form but a
small share of the distance covered
und steamship lines a very large
share, has been In operation, so far
as relates to the Tehauntepee line, but
a little over two years.
Planned before the construction of the earliest
railways in
the
d
United States, the Tehauntepee
was not completed from ocean
to ocean until 1894. and even then
was found so unsatisfactory, owing to
defective conditions,
that a partial
reconstruction became necessary, this
having been accomreconstruction
plished through a partnership between the Mexican government and a
company of British capitalists. The
was
railroad, 190 mfles in length,
reconstructed, and steel docks and
piers provided at the eastern and
western termini by which transfer
from the hold of the vessel diri'Ct
to the ear standing on the doik
is
accomplished
by steam and electric
power.
Iraetieally all of the sugar from
the Hawaiian Islands
destined for
the eastern ports of the United States
Is now sent by this Tehauntepee route
instead of going around the Horn as
formerly. The steamers carrying the
sugar from Hawaii to Sanlna Cruz
at the Pacific end ot the Tehaunte
pec route, pass, after discharging
their cargoes, to the north along the
western coast of the United States,
touching at the ports of Mexico, the
United States and British Columbia,
and thence again to Hawaii.
The traffic between the eastern
terminus of the Tehauntepee road
Coatzacoalcos and the Atlantic ports
by
of the United States Is carried
steamship lines established fur this
especial purpose. The traffic between

tast

trans-continent- al

rail-rou-

CO, Distiller
Lawrencburg( Ky.

JULIUS KESSLER &

NEW YANKEE WARSHIP NAMED AFTER
NAVAL ENSIGN WHO DIED A HERO
Washington,

l.

21.
They
of America's new
bulldogs of the sea after a humble
navy ensign w ho died ten years ago.
Trailing alongside the stately and
powerful Idaho and Connecticut and
North Dakota in the navy of tomorrow will be a plucky little torpedo
boat destroyer carrying the simple
Celtic name of Monaghan.
Hut the crew and commanders of
the Monaghan will be proud of the
name. And the navy will be proud
of it. Around that name hangs the
luster of a heroic deed which is a
cherished tradition through Atlantic
tend Pacific squadrons.
The story goes bae-- to 1S99, when
the United States, C.ermany und
trying
to
were
(licat
Britain
straighten out the affairs of the island kingdom of Samoa.
A landing party from the United
States cruiser, Philadelphia,
under
command of Lieutenant Philip Lans-dalstirred up a hornet's nest of
fl"w,
and
armed natives. Pullets
Lansdale was one of the first to fall.

are naming one
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JOHN K. MONAelllAN. WHOSE HKUOISM AT SAMOA 1
A(!0 IS CPMM KMOKATED IN NAM K OF NEWEST TOHPKDO

KNSIGN
Y KA US

HO AT

IESTIUYKK.

The landing pa.t was iTieatly inferior to the natives who ha l the- additional advantage of being strongly
;
intrenched.
There was a young ensign in the
party name, John Robert Monaghan
from the state of Washington.
He
was greatly attached
to Lieutenant
Lunsdnle, who had been kind to him
with his studies. He ran to his superior's side us Lansdulu dropped.
Already th..
were drop
1.
idtig back. "Come back, you fool:"
they shouted at Mouagb.in.
lint the ensign's fighting Irish was
up. He picked up the lieutenant and
tried to carry him. The natives
charged.
laying down h's burden,
Monaghan kneeled In front of it and
poured bullet after bullet into the
black datp'ing foes.
It was a hooeless stand - one man
against an army. Dut It never occurred to Jack Monaghan that he

could retreat.
There could be but one ending to
a fight like that. Dead Jack Monaghan was a hero and a martyr that
night in the mess room of the
Philadelphia.
His death stirred his
mates to desperation and their attack the next day not only drove the
natives to the hills, but brought the
recovery of the two bodies.
This was on April 1. 1J9. Just
ten years later t a day, Secretary
von Me yer of the navy issued an official order conferring the name of
Monagh&n on
the new destroyer
Hearing completion.
American sailors are proud of
their ships which carry the name of
great commonwealths and proud cities.
was
Hut the-ran universal
"Hravo-went up when they learned that the new boat is to bear the
name ef a man of a humble ensign,
who was all man.

the eastern end of the Panama rail-- l
way and the Atlantic coast, nnd that
nnd1
between Us western terminus
the Pacific ports of the United States;
by steamship lines espeis carried
cially operated for that service; while
that rart of the Panama traffic des- tined for foreign countries Is carried!
by the various steamship lines cm- tering bt its eastern and western terminal.
The distances from Srn York and
San Francisco by the two lines are.
Panama,
5,305 miles; via Te1? via
hauntepee, 4.415 miles; direct by
shortest transcontinental railway line,
3.191 miles, and by way of Magellan
Straits, 13.0s miles. Prom the Hawaiian Islands to New York the dis

tances are, by way of San tYancisco,
f,2SS miles; by way of Tehauntepee,
5.S06 miles; by way of Panama,
miles, and by way of Magellan
Straits, 13.269 miles.

-
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in short, must better the test of Uncle Sara.
Compare the age. It will show you the difference
in the tests. Uncle Sum requires four years, while
Cedur brook requires six to eight. It has the green
stamp on every bottle, and it meets the Cedar Hroolc
test, TOO. The world's best whiskey since 1847.
At all places where good liquor is sold.
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The traffic between the eastern and
western coasts of the United States
carried over these and the Canadian
lailway lines, passing as it does
through foreign territory, U carried
i'i sealed cars and thus readmitted
Tree of duty on reaching other ports
of the United States.
Our tdilrt and collar
Is perfect. Our "DOMESTIC HMISil" la
Die) proper thing.
We Uael others
follow.
IMPERIAL LACXDRT CO.
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Clearing House for the People's Wants
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REALTY
CO.
Established 1883

THE HACK POOR,
lly Frank If. William.

Clara, In her maxk and domino,
standing In the shade of one of the
13
RANCHES FOR SAI
trees In the formal garden, gaz d fit
the brilliant scene about her and decided, unequivocally, thtit Mrs. AnBUSINESS OFPOK-derson's outdoor mask party was a
huge success. She felt a pleasurable
UNITIES
thrill as she thought again of this
tall,
man who had
MONEY TO LOAN
raid such marked attention to her.
She wondered Idly who he was.
Suddenly her heart gave a great
LOST AND FOUND
Coming straight for
nr.
m bound.
own one of the paths, was the man's
familiar ligure. Shamefacedly
she
t. ld herself that It was absurd that
masked I man, whom fhe did not
know from Adam, could affect her so
strongly. And yet, and yet, sho knew
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
that Iht very being thrilled when
those soulful eyes of his met hers
through the slits in his mask. Now
PHYSICIANS
he was up to her.
'Ah, hero you are," he, cried In u
pleasant yet commanding voice. "I've
SOLOMON L. BURTON, M. D.
hern hunting all over for you. You
"
now, it's almost tinto to unmask, and
Physician and Surgeon.
I want to be near you so that I can
n
I
Residence, 610 South Walter Street. have the first glimpse of thoee charming features hidden behind that black
Phone 1030. Office,
Harnett
covering."
Building. Phono. 17.
"l!ut I've told you that my features
re not charming," inslnteU
Clara.
A. G. SIIORTLE, M. D.
And, oh, you must not talk to mc
"
"" '"WW!1 'ia .im.m j.w.'.vSSiJS- like this It's impossible, utterly ImPractice Limited to Tuberoulorta.
possible."
"What Is?" questioned the man.
I
cation you will "nave to bring your
Hoars 10 to IS and I to 4
Hut even If it Is, I'm enjoying my
buyers to It. When you consider that
Telephone 88S
self Immensely, and you can't deny
only a few people In the city will be
Rooms 8,
and 10, State National that you are, too."
Interested in this particular properly
Bank Block.
Yes, 1 am," acknowledged the girl
it becomes a problem Just how o
im having the time of my life, but It
reach those people.
an't last and It's wrong absolutely
A sign on the premises would only
DENTISTS
wrong."
be seen by those who chanced to
"Hosh!" cried the man.
pass that way. Even an agent could
Then, taking her by the arm, hd
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
only be expected to find a few of the
led her down to the boat landing,
reople who might bo Interested In
where the gayly decorated craft were
Dental Surgery.
the place.
led.
Into one of these ho handed
every
newspaper
But a
will reach
Rooms 9 and S, Harnett Ball ding, the girl, then followed. Out on the
possible buyer in the entire city. And
artificial lake, whero the twinkling
Over OOUetly'a Drug Store.
it will reach him every day In the
lights on the waters and the lanterns
Appointments Made by MaU.
year Just when he is In the mood
among i lie trees made the place seem
Phone 744.
to purchase your property.
like fairyland, he pursued his converWhen you consider also that the
sation.
oj
opportunity
securing the location
DRS, OOPP AND PETTTT.
mask
"Why not take off your
of a factory often depends on the
.
he queried. "Surely you re go
now?"
How to Sell PropTtj-conditions reflected In the want ad
DENTISTS.
ing to let an old friend like me see
page. It Is evident that you owe it
The estate has a peculiar quality
your pretty face first!"
to yourself as well as to your city to
of Its own in being the most perRoom IS.
An old friend?" laughed the glr!.
use the want arte In this paper to the
manent thing on earth It cannot be
glance
a rapid
And then, after
fullest extent.
moved.
N. T. ArmUe Building.
around, In which she saw no one was
In closing this series let us leave
This fact makes It necessary to
near them, the girl swiftly took off
this last thought for consideration
consider particularly one feature
her mask. Her pretty, piquant face
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. B.
this newspaper does more to Increase
the LOCATION.
colored somewhat under the man s
the prosperity and growth of the city
In buying property which is exardent gaze. Following her example,
Office hours,
a. rn. to l$):St p7
than any other agency. Then Isn't ''
pected to increase in value It mu-- t
the man divested himself of his mask
1:
to K p. m.
doubly important that you should
be located where the population is
and with Interest the girl noted his
take advantage of the opportunities
increasing In number. This much we
square jaw and determined aspect.
Appeintmenta made by mall.
It offers you?
have already determined.
"When we go back," said the ,lrl.
0 W. Central Ave.
Phone M
As it is fixed and Immovable in lo- somewhat sorrowfully, "I'll havd to
put on my mask again. I I don't
dare appear there with ut it." sue
LAWYERS
continued hesitatingly.
The man gazed at her with renew
R. W. D. BRYAN
ed Interest.
- f
"Why not?" he asked. "Do you
FOR SALE
FOR REN1
Attorney as Le.
know I'm in the same boat whn
SALESMEN
we go
must put on my mask
Fine, large rooms, reasonable, fur- FOR SALE Everything in the store, Office First National Bank Bulldt-- g too." back I
want
SALESMEN WANTED We
room for
including
alsa
fixtures,
nished.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
girl with
I I," confessed the
men capable of earning $10, $7$ or
Cottages with yards.
rent. Call at Cash Millinery store,
averted face, "I don't belong here. I
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
room.
street.
Second
210
Store
South
"I m only Mrs. Anderson s maid.
E. W. DOBSON
signs. If you can get and mean
Alfalfa ranch, all close in.
"What luck!" cried the man. "I'm
SALE $65 Singer sewing ma'
business, write Albright Sign Co.,
Inquire 121 H North Third street FOR
only a detective hired to stay here
chine, used 3 months; $30. Others
Attorney at Law.
Muncle, Ind.
until they unmask."
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kinds.
114 West Gold.
15 and up.
educated
WANTBD
An energetic,
Albuquerque Typewriter Bxcbange,
"You better take me back," sho
well
Block.
Office,
Croc
N,
202
at
house
The
SALE
FOR
International
New
man to sell the
now
right
West Central.
said. "They'll unmask
Sit
Alhaqnaqne,
New
Mexico.
same,
bargain,
Mexico;
inspect
New
at
a
In
Bncydopaedla
Edith
away."
Albuquerque.
Old
Mann,
splendid opening; state age, presChas.
"Sure," cried the man, bouyantly.
Rooms
tRA U. BOND
ent employment and give referen"But I'm coming around tomorrow
SALE Underwood Typewriter,
FOR
company.
Mead
Dodd,
and
ces.
night to call on you."
good as new. Mlllett Studio.
Attorney at Law.
Rhukert Building, Kansas City, Mo. FOR RENT Nicely furnished house"All right," said the girl. "But,"
dining table
keeping rooms; strictly
modern. FOR SALE Six-focapable salesman to cevei
WANTBD
pedestal style, nearly new, $12; two Pensions, Land Patents, Copywrighta, she said, with a sigh that spoke not
No. 702 East Central avenue.
only of sorrow at not being a guest
New Mexico with staple line. High
sanitary couches, with nice, new
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
at Mrs. Anderson's party, but also of
eommUalona, with 4100 monthly TO RENT A nicely furnished front
Central,
619
pads.
$7
West
each.
Marks,
Claims.
If
room; can have board in house
joy in the prospective call "but b'.i
advance. Permanent position to
up
stairs.
F.
Washington,
N.
D.
W.
St
Street
C
3.
209
roomers.
wanted. No other
sure and call for me at the back
right man. .ess H. Smith Co., DeFOR BALE A fine Kardman piano.
Walter street.
door."
troit, Mich.
new,
good
tens.
beautiful
as
MAJDTSON
K.
D.
THOS.
Nicely furnished rooms
goods FOR RENT
of
possess
Specialty, dry
an
SALESMAN
Instrument
to
ehance
$10, $15
for light housekeeping,
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.
Attorney at Law
unexcelled make at lust halt what
and furnishing; men covering speand $18 per month, 114 West Gold.
preOn exhibit at Whit
cific terrltery, (single states
Is worth.
It
Which Is I letter Try an Experiment
RENT Four front rooms, for
ferred), 7V4 per cent commission; FOR
Office, 117 West Geld Ave.
son's Music store, 124 South Set
or Profit by an Albuquerque
housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Doran,
Duke- Albuquerque.
street,
ond
state present accounts.
Citizen's Experience.
624 W. Central, rear. Rent reasonMacmahon Handkerchief Co., $71
single
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
able.
Broadway, New York.
Something
new Is an experiment.
INSURANCE
comb Rhode Island Red and Buff
FOR ItBNT Two furnished rooms,
Must be proved to be as representeggs. $1 per setting. 1411
Leghorn
WANTED
Salesman to carry up-tclose In, ground floor, outside ened.
North Fifth street
date Souvenir Post Cards as side
B. A. SLETSTER
trance. City water. $2.50 a we-The statement of a manufacturer is
proposition.
Money making
Una.
219 W.
or
Copper
409
W.
Inquire
not convincing proof of merit.
$200
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Some of our men making
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Gold.
But the endorsement of friends is.
monthly. State references. Gartner
Pabllo.
Now supposing you had a bad back,
(Not coal land.)
A Bender, Chicago.
A lame, weak or aching one.
Department of the Interior, U.
Rooms IS and 14, Cromwell Blk.
WANTED
$90 a month, $70 expense
Would you experiment on It?
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Alboquerane
New
Mexico
chandlse and grocery catalogues; AUTHORS
(Serial No. 05095.)
You will read of many
seeking
a publisher
mail order house. American Home
April 6. 1909
cures.
the
with
should communicate
A.
E.
WALKER
Supply Co., Desk $2, Chicago, 111.
Notice is hereby given that Robert
Endorsed by strangers from farCochrane Publishing eompany, 177
away places.
ac
having
WANTED
Salesman
Tribune building. New York city. L. Roberts, of Laguna. N. M., who,
Fire
Insurance
No,
E.,
quaintance with leading manufact FOR SALE Well established,
It's different when the endorsegood on Nov. 2, 1907, made H.Township
05095 for NB4, Section 10
nrers of Albuquerque and surroundment comes from home.
0.
paying business. Invoices about
Secretary
Building
Associatloa
Matual
7
Range 4 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
ing territory. Must have general
Easy to prove local testimony.
Address P. O. Box 220, Albu- hasN., filed
111 West Centray Avenue
notice of intention to make
knowledge of machinery and belt
Home endorsement Is the proof
querque, New Mex.
tng and be prepared to work on a
final commutation proof, to establish
backs every box of Doan's Kidthat
claim to the land above described
ney Pills.
liberal commission basis as a reg
AUCTIONEER
com
before George H. Pradt, U. S.
MONEY TO LOAN
ular or aide line. Post Office Box
Read this case:
mlssioner, at Laguna, N. M., on the
14, Station C. Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs.
Ida Johnson, 414 North
M.
Sellle of the firm of SolUe
J.
Do you need It? We can 10th day of June, 1909.
Albuquerque, N. M.,
street.
Fourth
ANTED Honest, energetlo sales MONET capital
Breton. 117 west Qoid avenue, says: "Doan's Kidney Pills quickly
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
for any meritorious
furnish
men to sell a general line of high
;
Miller,
has obtained an auctioneer's license and effectively
enterprise. Stock and bond issues Lucero. of Cubero, N. M J.
relieved me of pain In
grade food products to hotels, resfor ths purpose of serving the public
sold on commission basis. Metro- of Laguna, N. M.; Virgil P. Harrlng
taurants, farmers, ranchers and
in that capacity as well as doing an the back, which had troubled me for
181 ton, of Laguna, N. M.; James A. Mil
company,
politan
Investment
ether large consumers. Experience
auction business at their own store some time. Any preparation which
ler, of Laguna, N. M.
La Salle St., Chicago.
you the
we teach
nne!essary;
on Thursday of eaeh week, at 1:10 lives as fully up to the claims made
MANUEL R. OTERO.
for It as Doan's Kidney Pills, debusiness; exclusive territory. Our
Register.
and 7:10 o'clock. Mr. Sollle
goods are guaranteed full weight.
FOUND
LOST
bad broad experience In the auction serves unqualified praise."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
full measure and lo every way
CITIZEN
business In his yeunger days. With
Foster-Mlllidr- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
meet the reulrements of all pure
WANT ADS
his
close
to
attention
business
and
ths
containing
bag
LOST
Small
hand
food laws. Exceptional opportun
easy way In which he can N. Y., sole agents for the United
BRINO RESULTS.
polite
and
change;
bill
$10
and
also letters
ity; write today tor particular
address the people, will aasnrs him States.
addressed Miss E. K. VanBergen.
ENGAGE.
oka Sexton A eompany. WholeRemember
the name Doan's
success as In other days. Ths peooffice;
reward.
Leave at this
Simon Garcla's horses, rigs, sad ple of Albuquerque can make no and take no other.
sale Orovere, Lake A Franklin st.,
53
dies and spring wagons for country mistake In giving Mr. Sollle their
Chinas- OFFICE of the Chief Quartermastrips. Call at my store, 1202 North work.
WANTED Reliable man to work
Words to Freeze tlio Soul.
ter, Denver, Colo.. April 21, 1909.
city of Albuquerque with Clear HaHis Arno street.
"Your son has consumption.
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
vana Cigar proposition. For partic- case Is hopeless." These appalling
received here until 11 u. in. nn May
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
ulars address Box 601 Tbor Sub- words were spoken to Geo. E. Biev-en- s.
21. 1909, for transportation of MilMrs. Bambini, at her parlors opstation, Tampa, Fla.
a leading merchant of Springitary Supplies. Ituiites N'os. 1 and 2.
posite
Alvarado
next
and
to
the
door
expert
by
field,
two
doctors
N.
C.
ALsHMAN WANTED tor 1901 who
AND CURE
6 1 urges
give covering haulm to Forts Apa' hearH
Is
cafe,
prepared
to
was
one
lung
special!'.
a
shown
Then
Huachuca, Arizona, during the fiscal
has had experience la any line, to
thereugh scalp treatment, do hair year
ell general trade in New Mexico the wonderful power of Dr. King's
commencing July 1, 1909. Indressing, treat corns, bunions and
Discovery.
weeks
New
three
"tfter
an unexcelled specialty proposition
formation furnished on application.
massage
give
Ingrown
WITH
She
nails.
as
was
Blevens,
"he
Mr.
writes
ise."
Commissions with $ti weekly ad- well as ever. I
containing
proposal
Mrs. Envelopes
treatment and manicuring.
would not take all
vance for expenses. Our season
should Ijh marked:
"Proposals
fur
own preparation of comBambini's
money
it
world
what
lu
the
for
the
"
pens January 4th. The Continental
'i jtc;- - .
plexion crtam builds up the skin and Transportation
my
for
boy."
Infallible
for
did
Jewel rv ".. Cleveland. Ohio.
mprores the complexion, and Is udJresM-ti J. W. POIT. CI . f 'J. M.
roughs and colds Its the safest, sur- guaranteed not to be injurious. She
ALESMEN jnteresteo in Pot Card Ht cure of desperate lung diseases
S
PRICK
.i V
FflR eTQ-JCHIAa
also prepares hair tnlo and cures
FOR SALE.
side Hue. write for our new offer on earth. 50c and $1. Guarantee sat- Bottu
OLDS
ftu in 4 prevents dandruff and hair falllunula outfit, hleheat com iifrfctinn. Trial oottle free. All DealAND
THROAT
AND
AIL
tUNG
TROUBLES.
No.-ing out, restores life to dead hair, reA
l black gentle driving herss;
missions. We manufacture ecm-- I er).
moves moles, warts and superfluous also harness and nearly new buggy
plete line of albums, stands, card'. I
tSAilSFAC'-OK-V
GUARANTEED
'
any
I
blemish of th face, Inquire Room 20, Arrnljo block,
hair. For
'or the Ik ho work nil
waists
rlswa Continental Art Co., $1 VT.
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
fego Baca. Thont 467.
.atroiil'e Huljbs Jjiu.ldrj- Co.
'all and eonsult Mrs, Bambini.
Monro St., Chloaro.
broad-shoulder-

J

MALE HELP
WANTED
class gentleman
First
stenographer for out of town position. Good salary, chance for advancement. Southwestern Business
Association. 201 East Central ave.
WANTED By the Central Employ- ment agency, 113 West Central
avenue, phone 788, 87 good men at
once; steady work all summer.
MALE
HELP WANTED 190 a
month, 170 expense allowance at
tart, t"i put out merchandise and
grocery catalogues;
mall order
house. American Hone Supply Co.,
Desk 88. Chicago. 111.
WRITE and we will explain bow we
pay any man 181 per month and all
traveling expenses .to take orders
for portraits. Experience unnecessary. This offer made by the greatest portrait house In the world.
Write now before It la too late.
J0. fThlcage.
1L D. Mattel. Dept.
efXN Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of onr men
are making $100 a menth, so can
you. Address, National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447. Chicago.
TOUNO MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Service. Examination In Albuquer
que May II. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 797
sent free. Iriter-Stat- e
Iowa Are., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
By big
MEN WANTED QU1CKLT
Chicago mall order house, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
121 a week; $60 expense allowance
rat month: no experience required.
Manager, Dept. 101, S8I Wabash
avenue, Chicago.

'

SIX TALUS ON REAL ESTATE

mi

FEMALE HELP
WANTED Seamstress and appren.unen
tice for dressmaklig d
Crane millinery and dressmaking
parlors, Fifth street and Central
avenue
WANTED A lady collector, mar
ried or single, to collect a few days
monthly for a Calif rata install
ment house. Easy work, good pay.
References required. 'Address Box
144, Oakland, Cal.

WANTED
WANTED Fifty tons choice alfalfa
hay. The Matthew Dairy, 1700 N.
Fourth street. Phone 420.
aaoas.
econd
WANTBD
hand
Habn'e Coal yard.
WANTED To buy large tract of
timber. Give full report, cash
price, location, shipping facilities,
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 226 Kltt-redBldg., Denver, Colo.
WANTED
Information regarding
farm or business for sale; not particular a'oout location; wish to hear
from owner only, who will sell direct to buyer; give price, description, and state when possession can
he had. Address L Darbyshlre,
Box 1010. Rochester. N. T.
s
POSITION WANTED By a
stenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations
a specialty. Thorough knowledge
of up to date business methods,
g
and Insurance. Best
on applica- furnished
of
references
"
tlon. Address It., care Citizen of--

ge

first-clas-

book-keepin-

fice.

VvS'lik r

t

I

II PER WEEK PAID ONE PERSON
In each county to handle oar big
advertising combination. J. 8. Selg-lCompany. Como Block, Chicago.
WANTED Agents to sell our line of
cigars with a new patent elgar
lighter. Can also be carried as a
aide line. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
Gasoat EBPONS QsLE men to sell
Exclusive
lene Lighting Systems.
territory, attractive proposition to
right parties. Catalog free. Acorn
Brass Mfg. Co. Chicago. 111.
WANTED Agents make II a day;
seven fast sellers; big new Illustrated catalogue and samples free.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 1118,
Boston, Mass.
Positively make
$10 to
AGENTS
$20 dally selling the greatest photo art specialty ever produced;
something new and unusual. L. K.
Nutter, Mgr., 414 Carroll ave., Chicago, 111.
-- GENTS, MALE OR FEMALE, can
make all kinds of money selling
my Pongee Swiss Embroidered
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
Big is easy for you. Catalegue
mailed on request. Joseph Gluck,
21 Broadway, N. T. city.
AGENTS ATTENTION! Dlozo Cabl-net- s
guard the home from contagion and disease. Require no attention. Just hang them up. that's all.
People are buying them by the
thousand. Send at once for sample
and terms. Montana Sales Co., Dis
tributors. Butte, Mont.
Intelligent man or woWANTED
man to take territory, and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party, Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
er

FIRE INSURANCE
FOR S.YI.K.
Sl.wOO.OO

res-

brk--k

idence on 8outh Broadway. 0
foot lot, trees and outhouses. I
f
Easy terms.
3,000.00 Great bargain - .
- room brick residence in the
Highlands, close In; lawn, fruit
and shade trees.
$1,900.00 A
frame
house, modern, Fourth ward;
easy payments. A great bar-fai1-

n.

Lot

In new town of Helen,

at original plat prices. Call at

our office for full particulate
CTiolce vacant lots In city of
Albuquerque.
See us before
buying elsewhere.
FOR RENT.
$8.00
house, near
shops on Pacific avenue.
$10.00
Comfortable,
nw
house. North Eighth St.
$18.00
N.
Modern,

Eighth

8U

$20.00
Adobe . . house, . . 1
rooms, bath, close In.
$30.00 Rooming house with
store room, close to shops.
$30.00
Modern, seven room
brick, open fire places, large
lawn and trees,
14th street
near Central.
$2.50 per week, 2 rooms, furnished for light housekeeping,
West Copper, near Third street.
modern,
Furnished,
$55.00
- story,
brick, facing
park; finest In the city.
Hotel Henrietta. Is
$65.00
brand new, never occupied. Is
modern, 27 rooms; fins location, a bargain.
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Having the only up to date
Abstract Books for the city of
and county of
Albuquerque
Bernalillo, and a competent
abstractor,
and experienced
and conveyancer In our efflce,
to furnish
we are prepared
OF TIcorrect ABSTRACTS
TLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
and at LOWEST PRICES,
MONEY TO LOAN at $ per
cent on first mortgage. In any
amount above $500.
NEGOTIATED
LOANS
MONEY INVESTET. -- HOUSES
RENTED
T.V'lS PAID
and complete charge taken of
properties for residents and
2-

NOTARY PUBLIC

FICE.

IN

OF-

Wt Gold AV0HU0

210

--

furnished

o-

K.

Business Opportunities

AGENTS

Real Estate, Loans.

T

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

milium innnnr

juw"j",""iiijunnm.muunc

AT

HOUSES FOR SAI I;

Mds

w w www

ill

FOR RENT.
Five room brick bouse, electric
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
cement sidewalks, excellent location and neighborhood, close In;
$26; water paid.
Three room flats, with bath,
near shops, $10; water paid.
FOR SALE.
Twenty acre farm, 11 acres In
alfalfa, 900 bearing grape vines,
a good many fruit trees, five room
adobe house, corral, etc.; well
fenced, near main ditch, about
two and one-hamiles from town.
lf

Price

$3,000.
About IS acres

good land a
short distance west of the Barelas

Price $75 an acre.
acres fine land, one-ha- lf
In alfalfa,
balance planted
last year In corn and Wheat:
about seven miles from town.
bridge.

Forty-fiv-

e

Price

$3,600.
Six room frame

house, strictly
modern, four blocks from bust-necenter, $3,600.
seMoney to loan on first-clacurity.

ss

ss

A.

Montoya

11$ West Gold Aveuae,

Albuquerque, New Mexloe.

$8,-00-

l

Send for Our

Select List of

rrFTT CALIFORNIA PAPERS

whereby you can Insert dts- play ads In all papers for
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
The Dake Advertising Agency,
Incorporated.
417
Main St. II Oreary St.
Los Angeles, Cal. San Francisco.

a

and

KILL the COUCH

the LUNC8

Dr. King's

tkxi Bisoowy
A,

-

We Ask You
to take Cardul, for your temafe
troubles, because vo are sure It
will help you.
Remember that
this great female remedy

TEM1I
has brought relief to thousands of B
ouier biub. wuiucu, su wny uui vj
you ? For heaaache, backache,
periodica) pains, female weakness, many have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try It I

Sold In This City
J'eljnwmMWJMI.

V

'ALBTTOUEROTTK

rACE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

position, today. The construction
plan being followed out by Mr. Kor-be- r
s similar t that followed by the
government in the new federal build-

A. J. MALOY
GROCER

ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank FiUnore leave
fop HI Paso this evening where Mr.

Filmore has accepted a position as
assistant manager In a hailing dry
goods store.
Knight, superintendent
of
Farl
building construction on the Santa Ke
ruilwsy company, left for Santa Fe
and Lamy this morning for an Inspection trip.
There will be a short business
ITiei ting of the Iidiiw' Aid society of
church tomorrow
the Presbyterian
Hlternoon at 3 at the home of Mrs. F.
L. Myers, 31! South Third street.
All
Notici
members and th ir
friends are requested to be present at
,S:30 o'clock at George It.
Neher's
pool room this evening. Gentlemen's
a
I H iving association.
Kmil Mann,

unusual variety of nobby styles at a low price is what
offer in our spring line.
Uesides a large variety of High Shoes in button and
lace, we have a showing of Oxfords that can not be equalled
anywhere st the price and every kind right
Tan Calf, tin Vici, Gun Metal, Patent Colt and Suede are
the leathers used and as for styles just study this variety;
Button Oxfords, Gibson ties, Ankle Strap Pumps, Colonial
Tumps, plain Bluchers and every day lace, dull top and
'
dull quarter Oxfords, fancy tips and plain toes.
Thousands of people have been pleased with our shoes
and we are sure we can satisfy you too. Only give us a trial.

AN

te.

... .$2. 50 to $5.00
. . .$1.00 to $5.00
... .$1.00 to $3.00

Men's Spring Shoes....
Women's Spring Shoes.
Children's Spring Shoes.

.

&msmM
'For Your Next Pair Boys' Shoes

IJ

Choicest

Showing

Boys Footwear
Our Motto: A boy's shoe must fit as well as a man's,
and must look marish before it appeals to the boy. Our
Boys' Shoes insure style and service because they have genuine Vlted soles and are construed of solid leather.
We a showing a handsome line of guaranteed Boys'
Shoes and O orfSIn patenycolt, tan and king calf. Won't
you try them J We .ir prove their quality .Ath one pair.
Prices the lowest.

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords, all leathers, $1.25 to $3

i CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Stoves, Ranges, House Famishing Goods,
Cutlery ani Tools, Iron Pipe, Valves
and Fittings.
Plumbing, Heating, Tin

ani

318 W. Central Ave.
PLACE

YOUR

Copper Work

Phone 315

A

swiarr showf.ii.

Tea, Indeed, ana it's a shower of
sweet things. Each "drop" Is toothsome, wholesome and surcharged with
good cheer. It rains randy here the
whole day Ions. That's because we
aro continuously getting fresh supry.
plies.
Buy a pound or a bushel and
T. F. liinkert.
f the Simon Stern
take It home to the kids, old and
young. Tou'U make them merry and store, received a telegram this morning from his wife In Quincy, 111., Inthe cost won't hurt you.
forming him of the death of 'icr
father, Henry Menu of that city, agi'd
scutrrr candy co.
"6 years.
Swond Poor North of P. O.
(.'has V. Saltord, territorial traveling auditor, accompanied by his re-- c
ntly
appointed
assistant,
John
Joerns, arrived In the city last night
w
ill Inspect the county offices
and
of liernallllo county.
Misses Clara and Cecelia 1'arth arrived in the city this morning from
St. Johns. Arizona, and will remain
here for several weeks, the guests of
their brother. Attorney Isaac llar.li,
ot West Tljeras avenue. They have
Should you fall to receive The
been tourins southern Arizona and
Evening Citizen, rail up the
are en route to the const.
Portal .Teltyrrapli C., telephone
Francisco VlKil of Rio Arrlbu counovtS6, and your paper will be
ty,, .who was indicted at the last term
delivered by sperlul niosfciiijec
of I'nited States court at Santa
Fe
on the charge of fornic tion, has been
landed in Jail in Old Albuiuerque.
Vigil was arrested
in Colorado by
Try Glorieta eer. rr.one 482.
Hox factiry'wood J3.50 full load Deputy I'nited States Marshal Clark
and brought here Saturday.
W. II. Hhn Co.
Armand. Mandcll, for the past two
H. f.. Twltchell arrive j hist night
years employed as salesman in the
frojai'Lan Vegas,
clothing store of Mike Mandcll on
Irn. K. Hanlon is a visitor in the West Central avenue, left for Clovis
city from Mountalnair.
last evening where lie will embark in
M. Xordhouse was im arrival In the the clothing business
for himself.
city yesterday from Las Vegas.
During Ills resident e in tills city Mr.
li. A. Sleyster left yesterday nn the Mandell succeeded in making many
limited on u short business trip to friends.
Gallup.
Harry I.inten, a I'ueblo Indian, was
brought to this city from tiullup thU
Insure In the Occidental Life.
with a broken
Celso Stindoval of Cuba, Sandoval morning, suffering
county. Is In the city on a short busi- shoulder, which he received by being
caught between the round house tloor
ness visit.
Eugenia Romero, a lumber man and 5in engine. Strong's ambulance
waiting at the station and the
of Lhs Vegas,
arrived In the city was
injured man was taken to the Santa
last night.
Ft hospital.
Don't forget the big shoe sale now
The regular monthly tea of the
going on at William Chaplin's,
121
avenue. Florshjlm Congregational Iadies' Aid society
wc' Central
will be held tomorrow afternoon in
shoes for men at cost.
parlors of the church. A very InMrs. S. Lu. u. will be nt home, 702 the
teresting program has been arranged
avenue,
West Silver
tomorrow.
and a very delicious luncheon will be
(Thursday) afternoon.
served. The hostesses are Mrs. J. A.
W. M. Heed of Roswcll, district Skinner, Mrs. Foster, Mrs. J. H.
engineer of the reclamation
service, Heald and Mrs. W. J. Marsh.
arrived at the Alvarudo last night.
James W. McConnell, through his
Mrs. J. It. Brought of 324 West attorney,
O. C. Hendricks, brought
avenue,
guest
has as her
Coal
Mrs. suit for $1,200 damages against MarIsola Kly of San llernardino, Cat.
cus P. Kelly ami others today for
Come to the social and Mexican taking property from his house east
supper to be given by the Royal of Albutueriue. The plaintiff alleges
Neighbors at I. O. O. F. hall Wed that the property taken by Kelly was
nesday evening, April 21, from 5 to lawfully his and in its removal from
9 o'clock.
the house he had been greatly damWe have stirred the town with our aged.
big
hoe sale. Reductions in all
Mairlam. 17 years old,
styles of shoes for men and women. theHernard
son of a former dairyman of
Chaplin, 121 West Central avenue.
was pulled out of a box
Mrs. Will Taylor
of Willanl, la car in the local yards early this
In
day
city
visiting
spending the
the
morning by a Santa Fe secret servand shopping. Mr. Taylor is one of ice officer, and was sentenced to fifthe successful real estate men of the teen days in the county Jail today by
Estancla valley.
Judge Craig on the charge of vaThe steel of the new building J. grancy. Marriam protested against
He
Korbcr is building fur the city at being charged with vagrancy.
the corner of Tljeras avenue and said that Mr. Marriam took him out
North Second street was being placed. of an orphanage when he was a small

PJERSONAL.

PARAGRAPHS
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WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOK

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

We have both makes. Our stock is large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

The Leading

Jeweler

PAPDITT
11
L-VL-

1

-.iv

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

Treas

.

Complete Outfitter

tor Men ana Boy.

Low Pay Day Prices for Cash
You can save money this week on Ladies' and Misses'
Trimmed Hats our cases are filled with them, and there's
a wide range of prices.
You should see the new arrivals; Trimmed Hats and
Trimmings arrived this morning trom New York.

Clothing
We have the largest line of
Hoys' Nobby Suits ever shown
in Albuquerque.

Green ana Browns,
All the latest etltet.

3

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
CALL

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
VHITE VAGONS

xxxxxxxxxxxxxvrxxxxxxxn

Boys' Knee Pant Suits,
Uloomer Style with two
pairs of trousers.

$4.00
AND

In Case of Emergency
C. O.

r.

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
HOFFMAN 1434 r. W. SCHMALMACK 1442
GEO. B. WILLIAMS 1109

Belle Springs Butter

Phone 72

SUUtfiWSIaiaJ

.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.
117 We

Central Avenue. Dlue Front. Phone 789.

tlbaqaerque.

Spring Suits
Hart, Schaffner
have made them for us,
and we have a great stock
for you to select from. You
can look at some of the
ultra-fashionab-

Suits $20 to $35
This store

i3 the:

horre of
Marx Clothes

Hart Schaffner

Coryright 1909 by Hart SchjIFner Ic Mini

Central
a venue
!

C'othlcr

A Gilt Edge Opportunity
TO INVEST $5,000.
I have fur sale I !ot,
f, , t .v , t of the corner of Second st.
anil Coal av. one nt $2.4i0, re t.
I'or SlilKt.llit two houses c:i.'i be loiill upon tin- property th.it will
bring a net ineoni. of
per teiu upon the entire Investment. TIIK
-

of si yen.

Pl-.l- t

William Hogrrfe, a prominent store
keeper of Stanley, N. M., who was
brought to this city about .i week ngo
suffering with appendicitis, died at
12 o'clock last
night. Mr. Hogrt fe
was 2 4 years of age at the time of
his death and la survived by a wife
who was with him ot the time of
his dentil and who will accompany
the body back east for interment.
The body will be shipped to Stanley
tomorrow morning where a short
service for the dead will be held,
ofter which the body will be shipped east. Mr. Hogrefe was a member of the Modern Woodmen of
America and Is well known In this
city.

'i"i:i: ivnox in vai.i i; of 'i hi: mus win, i:mi.y m: 10
('KM' Plilt AXXl'M, as they will soon be in demand for busi-11'

purposes, at which time the houses can be, ut little expense,
removed west to cheaper property,
lluil l your residences for Invistnunt close in and not only have
a guarantee of continual rental, but a hhr profit In addition in Q,e
iMeitalile Hmp in the value of tin Rroninl.
ess

P. STAMIV1

K(iKKXWAI,l) SAYS "CiaiDHEX'S
SllOKS."
Don't fret y ur life away experimenting In buying Inferior grades of
children's shoes. We are showing all
the proper lasts In both shoes and
oxfords. We suggest that yau see
KXTKACTIXU WOOD OIL
them before purchasing
ei.sewherc.
Chinese wood oil is obtained from Rosenwald's Shoe Dept.
the nut of the wood oil tree by pressing or extracting. The color of the
Don't think that piles can't be curoil varies with the method of extrac- ed.
cases
Thousands ot obstinate
tion. In China It is usually heated have been cured by Doan'u Ointment.
strongly, and is consequently very 50 cents at any drug store.
thick and black. Wood oil forms a
very durable lacquer for wood, far
We have just received a full assurpassing boiled linseed oil in hard- sortment of children's and bays' tenness and permanence. The oil pos- nis shoes in black, and women's and
sesses the pecularlty of drying more men's tennis shoes In black and
quickly in damp than in dry weather. white which we offer at 60c, 65c and
The residue of the nuts left after the 75c. We also carry an extra good
removal of the oil Is a good fertilizer, quality in men's and women's white
which possesses the caluable prop- tennis oxf irds at $1.25 und $1.50. C.
erty of destroying insects which feed May's shoe store, 314 West Central
on the roots of plants. Scientific avenue.
o
American.
rp Before the Bar.
FAOTOUY WOOD.
N. H. Brown, an attorney, of Pltts- Full loads can now be obtained at fteld, Vt., writes: "We have used Dr.
John S. Heaven's Coal Yard. Phone King's New Life Pills for years and
No. 4.
find them such a good family medi
cine we wouldn't be without them."
For chills, constipation, biliousness or
TEDDY HIKES
sick headache they work wonders, 2ic
at all dealers.
TO THE JUNGLE

SWIFT'S
PREMIUM

LARD

The purest, cleanest and
best, of all lard

3 lbs 50c 5 lbs 80c
10 lbs $1.50
Detter lard can't be made

Swift's Premium Hams

16c.
Swifi'sPremiumBacon

24c.

SKINNER'S
205 South First Street

ROOMS AT THE

Hotel

Coal Coke Wood

Grange
I18H West Silver Avenue.
iui umy lane uie cane, uui
tney taxe tne wnoie oaery, e
with the baker thrown In. 4
Tom, Dick and Harry say so.
So there must be something In 4
it.
Come and see for yourself.

J. A Wood, Prop. I

BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
OOAL

ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
PINION WOOD.
UILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, IS.&S.
NUT, $4.28.

We'll Please or Bust
We ytU meet any conapetltloa

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone 251.
Office, Corner Granite and First

life.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Wiggs.

M

models,

le

also, if you choose; we'll
sell you whatever you wan;

Simeon Fellows' Shadow The
story of a man and a railroad.
Miss
Minerva and William
Mrs.
Green Hill; another

M

Marx

&

it's here.

Special Messenger; Comrades,
etc.
Or the always popular Action for
50 cents, such titles as:
Satan Sanderson.
'Lavender and Old Lace.
The Castaways.
House of a Thousand Candles.

or

over 400

The Clansman,
other popular titles.
STKONXVS ItOOK STORK,
Next door to the postomce.
We have have the latest Society
Craze, Picture Puzzles, 36 cents each.
Ask to see thorn.
Make" (Wis. Jackets anil
ami Imrhcrs.
ui ins for ItarteiulerN
I
ijantlu llrot... 218 West Central.
t suffered habitually from oonstl-- ;
ion. Doan's Regulets relieved and
ngthened the bowels, so that they
.e been regular ever since." A. E.
' ivls, grocer. Sulphur
Springs, Tex.
"Vet-U- a

.

9

styles.

th!M, and declared that his adopted
father did not treat him well.
"A Sound Sleeper" will be the
of a good lnuph at the Col
ombo tonight, and will be a part of
one of the best programs yet offered
by the Colombo management.
"Love
Under Southern .Skies" and "The
Winning Coat" will be features pictures. Both of the last named are
sttrong dramas, which have been passed upon by the censor or the Picture
l'atent company, and declared entertaining nnd Instructive.
There Is an almost entire change
of program at the Crystal each night
this week and the theatre is showing
the best pictures the Colorado Film
exchange has In store. The changing of the program every night, however, has not met with the entire approval of the public. It makes it Impossible for cverl"d.v to see oil the
pictures rr,.red, and Manager Robertson bus been askcl to make another change. Next week thorp will
he four chanties of program instead

atrical

UXXJOOOUOOOOOOOOOOOOU

3

Club House brand

It is reported that Mr. P.ousevelt
not stop long enough t Moni-tas- a
to allow those admiring citizens
to give him a public welcome. Teddy
is out for game. He believes in doing one thing at a time and that one
thing well.
If we were as capable we would
consider ourselves lucky; we would
make you see the proper place for
you to go for
stationery
of all kinds and
grades, especially for real linen
note paper In one pound packages at 25 cents per pound with
envelopes to match for 10 cents
per package.
Also for the latest hYtion;
such
titles as:
The Misaioner Third edition
of Oppenheim'a greatest success.
Bill Truetell, a story of the-

90909000909090909090904)0fe0 9 0909090909090909090909090

Boys'

doesn't care for the frills
of fashion, we have the
best models in the regular

Prompt and Careful Attention givtri to mail orders.

Chase and Sanborns
Teas and Coffees

iih)l.

of quiet
FOR THEinMAN
clothes, who

would

E. L. Washburn Co.
Iucoi'Ki-aieil-

Grade of

Staple and
Fancy
Groceries

ycz-ret-

ADS Ifl THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
E. L. Washburn, Pres.
C. O. Cushman, Sec.

15est

21.

4444444444444444444

In

We Have the Shoe You Want

APRIL

WKDNHRDAY,

Buy your Kilk slilrts at Benjamin
t:ros., 218 Wert Central.

r

Ml

Strong Brothers

Trade Marks
De:gns
Copyrights Ac.

.vti

AnronSMndlnf aeketrh and dPMrlptinn ma
qnlrklr aaoet.atii our eiumen from wtt.th.r au
Ili7.ntlnn I. prohahlf pat.uta'ft. Cumtniinlra
n..in.triellrc"i.tl.lenlll. HANDBOOK oal'atcuu
mt fraa. OMeat atf.iK'y fur tH'tirm patent.
t'ntmita taken IhrouKtl alunu A Cu. ravalfff
tptsutl Rotka, mihoulabamahiuUie

Scientific Hmerican.
A handaomalr tllnalralad war klf.
T.arraat clr
a
dilution of anf li'ivnUDfl journal. 1'criiia.
jnri foor niutiUia. Ik toi4bfail naaadealera

MUNM & Co.36'B
- BrawaOffloa.
F BU.

Colbum's

.

Employment

at Joe Richard' Cigar Store
113

iO

West Central Ave.

Good proposition for good woman
rook. Also for nurse girl, white or
colored.

it H

KC0N0.THU1.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant

D.C.

0 lice

n

..aV--"

Hew York

Waabl-jgiuo-

ii

Vou can Clothe Your Family

here on

$t.00 PER WEEK

Men's

&

Ladies' Suits a specialty

E. MAHARAN
S16 West Central.

